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If you are looking for a rewarding job, customer
service is a great place to be in any company.
Most people think that heading up the complaints
department of an airline carrying 50 million
passengers would be their idea of hell. But customer
service is so much more than answering complaints,
it is a unique opportunity to improve and adapt your
product to ensure it meets current and future
customer needs. Companies that view complaints
as a negative issue that just has to be dealt with will
ultimately lag behind in meeting customer needs.
Complaint handling is a strategic tool that provides
companies with the most cost-effective method of
identifying redundant or ineffective processes, and
adapting their product to keep up with evolving
customer requirements. Many companies spend
thousands of pounds persuading customers to answer
market research surveys when there is already a wealth
of information on trends and customer perceptions
coming in free of charge. In a highly competitive
business environment, those that do not listen to
their customers will end up bypassed by those who
provide the product that customers want.
At Ryanair, the drive comes from the top of the
company to reduce the cost of doing business and
this has created a company culture where everyone
looks for smarter, cheaper and more efﬁcient ways of
performing business processes. This team approach
means that there is less internal resistance to change,
and new processes can be implemented or removed
quickly in response to customer feedback.
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All members of the Ryanair customer service team
know that they can make suggestions for a product
or policy change in any department, based on
feedback from customers. There are no barriers
or departmental boundaries in the company
and if an idea has merit it will be adopted very
quickly due to the ﬂat management structure
and lack of bureaucracy.
As an example, our customer feedback told us
that our customers wanted more low-cost fares
available, regardless of the day of travel; they
also wanted to avoid queues at the airport and
to be in control of their own travel booking
process. We responded to this by making cost
savings and passing these on to the customer,
and by enabling direct sales on our website.
A vital part of being an effective member of any
customer service team is full product knowledge
and an understanding of the systems that allow the
product to be delivered. Without this information it
is difﬁcult for you to understand how customer
problems occur or to be able to identify new
innovative solutions. Accumulating this knowledge is
vital to your success in addition to having a business
qualiﬁcation that gives you a sound framework of key
business principles and best practices to fall back on.
I wish you every luck in this qualiﬁcation and your
customer service journey.
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City & Guilds would like to thank all the contributors who have added their words of wisdom and experience
to your logbook. Now you get to beneﬁt from their experience by reading their hints and tips that you’ll ﬁnd in
all the units as you work through your qualiﬁcation.
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Based in Scotland, Linda Orr is a City & Guilds
Strategic Advisor and an External Veriﬁer for
Customer Service, Contact Centre, Sales and
Business and Administration. She previously
worked in retail management in Mothercare
and set up her own training business. Linda
is an Honorary Member of City & Guilds
and is the author of this logbook.

After working at a utility company training people
in IT, Sylvia Sims decided to pass on her knowledge
and skills and studied to become a lecturer. Sylvia
worked with City & Guilds on the introduction of the
Customer Service NVQ standards and for the past
12 years has worked with centres, assessors, Internal
Veriﬁers, Quality Assurance Coordinators and
candidates. Sylvia is the consultant for this logbook.
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Fran Ludford’s career in training and NVQs began in
1997 when she joined a private training company,
following 12 years within the retail sector. ‘It was
then that I began to work closely with City & Guilds,
contributing to the writing of new standards within
Administration and Customer Service,’ says Fran.
‘Since 2007, I have been working with Sussex Downs
College, maintaining customer service and practice.’

Jackie Webster has worked in the service industry for
many years and been working with NVQs for over
10 years, achieving her own Level 3 qualiﬁcation
in Customer Service. ‘When you’re working in the
service industry, it’s important that customer
expectations are fulﬁlled,’ she says. ‘By working with
people to gain qualiﬁcations in customer service it
ensures that all customer experiences are fulﬁlled.’
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Chris McMahon has been working within the
training environment in colleges and independent
providers since 1986. She has worked in delivery
and quality roles through a variety of changes. Chris
started in 1986 as a trainer/assessor, progressing
to the Director of Training and Development for
YH Training Services in 1999. She is responsible for
the company’s quality of delivery, internal veriﬁcation
and accreditation, working with City & Guilds
throughout her training career.

Chantel Gertenbach is an Assessor and Veriﬁer,
North London, with Hit Training. She has worked in
both front and back of house management positions
within hospitality for 15 years in South Africa, Dubai
and England. ‘I am proactive, ambitious and believe
in strong customer service,’ says Chantel. ‘I live up
to the customer service promise by listening and
acknowledging customer needs. This creates mutual
respect and allows your customers to inﬂuence and
develop your organisation into one of excellence.’
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Welcome to your City & Guilds Candidate
Logbook. You are about to start a programme
of assessment in your centre or workplace
leading to the Customer Service NVQ Certiﬁcate.
This candidate logbook has been produced to
provide you with information and support as
you work through achieving your qualiﬁcation.
As you progress, you will be able to demonstrate
that you have the necessary practical skills and
the knowledge and competence to do your
work effectively and efﬁciently.

E6/B?C/:7471/B7=</;72=7<5The Level 2 NVQ (National Vocational Qualiﬁcation)
Certiﬁcate in Customer Service. ‘Vocational’ means
that the work you do to achieve this qualiﬁcation is
mainly about customer service skills and real work
activities. This qualiﬁcation aims to increase the skills
of people, like you, working in a wide range of
industries. Developing the skills of each individual,
wherever they work, and whatever they do, meets
a basic need for personal growth.

This logbook is designed to help you work
towards your Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate in
Customer Service by:
 lahpbg`rhnpaZmrhng^^]mhZ\ab^o^
 a^eibg`rhnmhk^\hk]rhnkZ\ab^o^f^gml
and evidence.

2=76/D3B=1=;>:3B33/16C<7B
034=@37;=D3=<B=B63<3FB=<3No, while this NVQ Certiﬁcate is structured around
49 units, which ones you choose to do, and in which
order, should be built around your job. As you are
going about your everyday work or course activities,
you may be covering sections that occur in more
than one unit. For example, you might learn about a
new product from your organisation. This activity
comes under unit 204 ‘Promote additional services
or products to customers’. However, by
demonstrating that you understand that customers
who previously bought a similar product might be
interested in the new one, you could have carried out
an activity that can be used in other units, such as:
101 Communicate using customer service language
203 Give customers a positive impression of
yourself and your organisation
205 Process information about customers
207 Make customer service personal

In this logbook, you will ﬁnd some of the forms
that you and your assessor will use for your
NVQ Certiﬁcate. Other forms will be provided
by your assessor.
You’ll also ﬁnd helpful images, hints, tips and
more – all designed to make the qualiﬁcation
simple to understand and more fun to do.
We’re sure that you will have lots of questions
about your qualiﬁcation, and this introduction
should answer some of them. Of course, your
assessor should also be on hand to be your
guide, but here are the answers to questions
you may have now. Good luck!

006_007_Getting Started.indd 6

Your assessor will help you to work out which parts
of which units you are covering while you complete
your regular work or course activities.
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E6=231723AE6/B7<332B=/1673D3-
There are two organisations involved in creating
your NVQ Certiﬁcate:
1 The Sector Skills Body (SSB)
The Sector Skills Body works with employers to
decide the skills and knowledge needed at Level 2.
They then write the ‘standards’ to describe all the
things that you must be able to do, and these are
what your NVQ Certiﬁcate has been based on.

E
 VgQcab][S`aS`dWQS
[ObbS`ab]«OR`Saa[OYS`
/R`Saa[OYS`[OYSaQcab][QZ]bVW\U
T]`e][S\acQVOaR`SaaSaPZ]caSaO\R
SdS\W\UU]e\a/aeSZZOaVOdW\UaYWZZa
W\\SSRZSQ`OTbO\RRSaWU\OR`Saa[OYS`
\SSRab]^`]^S`Zgc\RS`abO\ReVObO
Qcab][S`eO\baW\]`RS`b]Q`SObSO\WbS[
]TQZ]bVW\UbVObTcZ¾ZabVSW`Sf^SQbObW]\a

2 City & Guilds
City & Guilds uses the Customer Service standards in
order to create the Customer Service Level 2 NVQ
Certiﬁcate. It states the assessment methods that
must be followed in order for candidates to achieve
their qualiﬁcation.
E6=E7::231723E63B63@76/D3
/1673D32B63AB/<2/@2AIn an NVQ, you are either ‘competent’ or ‘not
competent’. This means that if you have not quite
got everything right when you do something, you
will have a chance to do it again after more practice
– remember, practice makes perfect! There are a
number of people who will help you decide when
you are competent:
1 Your assessor
A person within your centre or workplace who is very
experienced in the area of work for which you are
training. This may be your manager, supervisor or
tutor. Your assessor will be overseeing your work
towards the qualiﬁcation on a day-to-day basis.
2 Internal Veriﬁer (IV)
A person within your centre or workplace who checks
that all the assessments made by the assessors are
carried out to the correct standards.
3 External Veriﬁer (EV)
Someone from City & Guilds who visits your centre
or workplace to check that all the assessments are
correct and are up to the same standard as those
made in other centres. This ensures that you are
not working to a higher or lower level than
candidates in other centres. External Veriﬁers also
check that your centre is operating the qualiﬁcation
properly and fairly and has all the systems and
equipment in place for your NVQ Certiﬁcate.

006_007_Getting Started.indd 7
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From the front ofﬁce through
to the back of the warehouse,
customer service is everywhere
in the 21st century. Since you
are taking this qualiﬁcation, you
obviously understand the value
of offering good customer
service. But what other types
of roles require these skills and
knowledge? And what happens
to people after they’ve taken the
time to study and learn about
customer service? Find out how
three professionals have applied
the qualiﬁcation in their job by
reading about three former
City & Guilds candidates.

:33A:/B3@
/2;7<7AB@/B=@
‘When my company gave me the opportunity to
undertake an NVQ in Customer Service, I jumped
at the opportunity, as I wanted to progress my
knowledge and add a qualiﬁcation to my CV.
My tutor was friendly and kind – throughout the
year of my course she provided me with 100 per cent
guidance and support. I enjoyed the tasks provided
by my tutor and my learning skills improved, because
for some of the tasks I had to look on the internet
for information.

D3@7BG5C>>G
A3<7=@AC>3@D7A=@
‘I wanted to do the Level 2 NVQ in Customer Service
as I saw it as a good opportunity to learn and gain
more experience. There was also the added incentive
that it was government funded and that I could
complete this course within working hours. From
doing the course, I gained increased conﬁdence,
especially when dealing with customer complaints.
‘After I completed my Level 2, my NVQ ofﬁcer
asked me if I would be interested in doing Level 3.
During my Level 2, I had been promoted to Branch
Supervisor, so I jumped at the chance to gain further
experience to help me in this new role. I am glad that
I took the opportunity to complete Level 3, as this
has helped me to develop into the manager that I am
today. It has helped me to become more aware of
my customers’ needs and to develop my people skills
when dealing with awkward customers.’

63/B63@5/;0:3
D=1/B7=</:1=/16
‘While working in retail as a supervisor, I was offered
the choice of signing up to an NVQ in Customer
Service. I liked the look of the course as I thought
it would apply to many job roles. Within a year of
being on the programme, I was promoted to
Assistant Manager. While on the course, I gained a
lot of conﬁdence as I was learning about how to deal
with customers in different situations and I found
learning about all the legislation very interesting.
‘Before completing my NVQ, I had been taking on
more responsibility in my store and was being
trained to become a store manager. I enjoyed my
NVQ so much, I applied for a position as a vocational
coach and I believe that having this qualiﬁcation has
enabled me to develop at a faster pace. I would
recommend it to anyone looking to develop their
skills, not just in retail, but in any business.’

‘During my learning, I gained a wealth of knowledge
in providing good customer service. It has helped me
to understand more about employment regulations,
health and safety and how to provide great customer
service to our clients. I have enjoyed every second
of my learning. After completing a task, I always had
a great sense of achievement.’
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This qualiﬁcation is made up of a number of different
units, each of which has a credit value. Each unit
describes the standards of a broad area of work
that a competent person should be able to perform.
There is a unit summary that describes what the unit
is about and clariﬁes key words and phrases.
The qualiﬁcation is broken down into elements of the
National Occupational Standards (NOS) using learning
outcomes and assessment criteria. These show what
needs to be done to achieve the whole unit.
The NOS will include information about:
ma^lmZg]Zk]lh_i^k_hkfZg\^^qi^\m^]
ma^mri^lh_^ob]^g\^rhnpbeeg^^]mhikh]n\^
ma^dghpe^]`^k^jnbk^]'
Once you have achieved all the requirements of the
unit, you will have achieved and banked that unit’s
credit towards your qualiﬁcation. Each credit indicates
10 hours of learning time, so you can easily see how
long the unit and qualiﬁcation will take you. The
qualiﬁcation you are working towards is the City &
Guilds Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate in Customer Service,
and the minimum value you must achieve is 28 credits.
This means that the qualiﬁcation could take you
ZiikhqbfZm^er+1)ahnklh_e^Zkgbg`mh\hfie^m^'
There are two types of unit in this qualiﬁcation:
FZg]Zmhkrngbml
You will have to achieve Zee these in order to
achieve the qualiﬁcation overall.
HimbhgZengbml
You will be able to choose from a range of optional
units taken from different themes.
To gain your City & Guilds certiﬁcate you will be
^qi^\m^]mhlahp\hfi^m^g\^bgma^fZg]Zmhkr
and the chosen optional units and, when you have
successfully completed the relevant units, you will be
able to claim your qualiﬁcation from City & Guilds.
Even if you only complete some of the chosen units,
you will still be able to claim unit certiﬁcation. Your
Zll^llhkpbee[^Z[e^mhm^eerhn^qZ\merpaZmrhn
have achieved if you’re unsure.

E6/B¸A7</C<7BThere are four main parts in each unit. These are
[kb^×r^qieZbg^][^ehp3
Rhnlahne]ghm^
Any points under this heading should be
remembered when you’re putting together
rhnk^ob]^g\^_hkmaZmngbm'?hk^qZfie^%bgZee
the units you need to make sure that evidence
is collected when carrying out a real job or in a
realistic working environment. In unit 210, for
^qZfie^%rhnlahne]ghm^maZmrhnpbeeikhob]^
evidence of dealing with customers using landline
telephones, mobile telephones, internet telephone
connections, video telephone systems or any other
technology that involves a conversation with a
customer at a distance.
PaZmrhnfnlm\ho^k
This is the range of evidence you must have
^qi^kb^g\^]pa^g\hfie^mbg`ma^ngbm'
?hk^qZfie^%bgngbm+*)%rhnk^ob]^g\^fnlm
bg\en]^^qZfie^lh_]^Zebg`pbma\nlmhf^kl
that are both planned and unplanned.
PaZmrhnfnlm]h
These are the general tasks that you need to
complete successfully in order to achieve the unit.
?hk^qZfie^%bgngbm+*)%rhnfnlmhi^kZm^ma^
telecommunication equipment efﬁciently
and effectively.
PaZmrhnfnlmdghp
This is what you must understand in order to
\hfie^m^ma^ngbmln\\^ll_neer'?hk^qZfie^%
in unit 210, you must be able to describe your
organisation’s guidelines and procedures for
the use of telecommunication equipment.

Once you have completed your Level 2, you may
want to progress to another qualiﬁcation in this area.
Talk to your assessor about whether you can count
any of your achieved units towards a higher level
or size of qualiﬁcation.
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To complete the Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate in Customer
Service, you must achieve:
Zfbgbfnf\k^]bmoZen^h_28
Zfbgbfnfh_*.\k^]bml must be at E^o^e+
8 \k^]bml by doing the mphfZg]Zmhkr units
Z_nkma^k20 \k^]bml by completing a fbgbfnf
h_hg^ngbm from each Optional Group.

The themes of the unit groups take you on a customer
service journey. It starts with understanding your
own organisation and moves on to how to create a
`hh]bfik^llbhg'G^qm%rhnpbee\ho^kahpmh]^ebo^k
effective service to customers. You then look at how
to deal with customer complaints and ﬁnally at how
to improve your customer service. Below is a guide
to the units and how they ﬁt into the themes.

( 1CAB=;3@A3@D7134=C<2/B7=<A
This theme covers the language and concepts of customer service
Zlp^eeZlma^hk`ZgblZmbhgZe\hgm^qmZg]ma^^qm^kgZe^gobkhgf^gm
in which you have to work.
101 Communicate using customer service language
201 Follow the rules to deliver customer service

:3D3:

1@327BA

1
2


4 credits
4 credits

( 7;>@3AA7=</<27;/53
This theme covers the customer service behaviours and processes
that have the most inﬂuence on the way your customer sees you and
your organisation.
102 Maintain a positive and customer-friendly attitude
103 Adapt your behaviour to give a good customer service impression
202 Communicate effectively with customers
203 Give customers a positive impression of yourself and
your organisation
204 Promote additional services or products to customers
205Process information about customers
206 Live up to the customer service promise
207 Make customer service personal
208@hma^^qmkZfbe^bg\nlmhf^kl^kob\^
209 Deal with customers face to face
210 Deal with incoming telephone calls from customers
211 Make telephone calls to customers
303 Deal with customers in writing or electronically
304 Use customer service as a competitive tool
305 Organise the promotion of additional services or products
to customers
306 Build a customer service knowledge set

:3D3:

1@327BA

1
1
2
2


5 credits
5 credits
5 credits
5 credits

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

6 credits
5 credits
6 credits
6 credits
6 credits
5 credits
5 credits
6 credits
6 credits
8 credits
7 credits

3

7 credits
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This theme covers customer service behaviours and processes that
aZo^ma^fhlm^__^\mhgma^\nlmhf^k^qi^kb^g\^]nkbg`\nlmhf^k
service delivery.
104 Do your job in a customer-friendly way
212 Deliver reliable customer service
213 Deliver customer service on your customer’s premises
214 Recognise diversity when delivering customer service
215 Deal with customers across a language divide
216 Use questioning techniques when delivering customer service
217 Deal with customers using bespoke software
218 Maintain customer service through effective handover
307 Deliver customer service using service partnerships
308 Organise the delivery of reliable customer service
309 Improve the customer relationship

:3D3:

1@327BA

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3


5 credits
5 credits
5 credits
5 credits
8 credits
4 credits
5 credits
4 credits
6 credits
6 credits
7 credits

"( 6/<2:7<5>@=0:3;A
This theme covers the behaviours, processes and
approaches that are most effective when handling customer
service problems.
105 Recognise and deal with customer queries, requests and
problems
106 Take details of customer service problems
219 Resolve customer service problems
220 Deliver customer service to difﬁcult customers
310 Monitor and solve customer service problems
311 Apply risk assessment to customer service
312 Process customer service complaints

:3D3:

1@327BA

1


5 credits

1
2
2
3
3
3

4 credits
6 credits
6 credits
6 credits
10 credits
6 credits

#( 23D3:=>;3<B/<27;>@=D3;3<B
This theme covers activities and approaches that play a vital part
in customer service by seeking and implementing improvements
and developments.
221 Develop customer relationships
222 Support customer service improvements
223 Develop personal performance through delivering
customer service
224 Support customers using online customer services
225 Buddy a colleague to develop their customer service skills
226 Develop your own customer service skills through self-study
227 Support customers using self-service technology
313 Work with others to improve customer service
314 Promote continuous improvement
315 Develop your own and others’ customer service skills
316 Lead a team to improve customer service
317 Gather, analyse and interpret customer feedback
318 Monitor the quality of customer service transactions

:3D3:

1@327BA

2
2
2


6 credits
5 credits
6 credits

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

5 credits
5 credits
6 credits
5 credits
8 credits
7 credits
8 credits
7 credits
10 credits
7 credits
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6=EB63<D?13@B7471/B3E=@9A
CA34C:E=@2A
E6/B2=B63A3E=@2A;3/<Here are some words that you may hear over the
course of doing your NVQ Certiﬁcate.
/AA3AA;3<B1@7B3@7/
The task you need to successfully achieve.
/AA3AA;3<B>:/<
An action plan set by you and your assessor at the
beginning of your course, which then updates as you
progress through your assessments. It shows which
optional units you have chosen and in which order
you are going to work towards all the units. It has key
dates for collecting evidence for the units and for
reviewing your progress, and explains who will assess
you, what type of assessment will be used and when
and where the assessments will take place.
/AA3AA=@
A person qualiﬁed and experienced in customer
service who will help plan your work and assessments
and organise your evidence. Your assessor will
be responsible for judging if you are competent
and will give you feedback.
/E/@27<5=@5/<7A/B7=<
An approved organisation that issues certiﬁcates
that are recognised by places of education and
employers. For Level 2 Customer Service, your
awarding organisation is City & Guilds.
1/<272/B3
A person working towards a qualiﬁcation, i.e. yourself.
1/<272/B3/>>3/:A>@=132C@3
A system within a centre designed to help you have
your evidence checked again if you disagree with
the outcome of an assessment. Your centre will
explain this procedure to you when you start.
You may also ﬁnd out at any time by asking your
assessor or Internal Veriﬁer.
13<B@3
A place where training and/or assessment towards
qualiﬁcations is carried out, which may be a college,
training centre or workplace. Only approved
centres that meet strict standards can offer
City & Guilds qualiﬁcations.

012_013_Useful words.indd 12

17BG5C7:2A
An awarding organisation for customer service and
many other qualiﬁcations. City & Guilds checks and
approves centres, sets and monitors assessment
and issues certiﬁcates to candidates. Almost 19,000
candidates were working towards their Level 2 NVQ
in Customer Service in 2009.
1=;>3B3<B
This means being able to do your work well. You
are competent in an NVQ when you show that you
can work consistently to the required standards in a
real work situation and that you know and understand
the correct way to do your job.
3D723<13
This is proof of your competence. In an NVQ, such
as Level 2 Customer Service, you need to collect
evidence to show you are competent at your work.
There are different types of evidence, ranging from
your assessor observing your work to a photograph
documenting your work (see Product Evidence).
3FB3@</:D3@7473@3D
An expert from City & Guilds who visits centres to
check that all assessments are carried out correctly
and to the same National Occupational Standards.
They also check that your centre is operating the
qualiﬁcation properly and fairly.
7<B3@</:D3@7473@7D
A person within your centre who makes sure that all
assessments are carried out correctly and to the
same National Occupational Standards.
</B7=</:=11C>/B7=</:AB/<2/@2A
These describe what a candidate must do consistently
in a work situation as well as what they must
understand to do their job competently. The
Institute of Customer Service set the standards
for these customer service qualiﬁcations.
<D?
National Vocational Qualiﬁcations. These are based
on real work activities. To gain an NVQ, you must
show that you have the skills and knowledge to do
your job effectively by meeting the National
Occupational Standards.

29/6/10 10:30:43
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!

=0A3@D/B7=<
Observation is one of the main types of evidence
in this NVQ Certiﬁcate. Your assessor will watch you
work and judge whether you consistently meet the
national standards. They will then give you feedback
and an updated assessment plan.
>=@B4=:7=
This is where you keep all the evidence you collect to
show that you are competent. Usually, this is a binder
where you can put the sheets of this logbook. Your
portfolio needs to be clearly organised and contain
all your evidence referenced to the units.
>@=2C1B3D723<13
These are actual outputs of your performance in the
workplace that provide evidence of competence. Work
products may include reports, speciﬁcations, contract
documentation and general communication, such as
letters, emails, memos or minutes of meetings.

E
 VgQcab][S`aS`dWQS[ObbS`a
W\«Q]`^]`ObSV]a^WbOZWbg
2S[O\RT]`Q]`^]`ObSV]a^WbOZWbgVOa
PSS\Pc]gSRPgbVS $E]`ZR1c^O\R
3c`] &4]]bPOZZ1VO[^W]\aVW^W\`SQS\b
gSO`aeWbVbVS:]\R]\  =Zg[^WQ5O[Sa
ZWYSZgb]bOYSbVSW\Rcab`gb]\SeVSWUVba
4`][^`]dWRW\UU]c`[SbQcWaW\SO\RU]]R
aS`dWQSbV`]cUVb]_cOZWbgS\bS`bOW\[S\b
[OYW\UOU]]R¾`abW[^`SaaW]\WaQ`cQWOZ
OaQ][^O\WSaZ]]Yb]PcWZRW[^]`bO\b
`SZObW]\aVW^aeWbVbVSW`Qcab][S`a

?14
The Qualiﬁcations and Credit Framework is the
new government framework that sets out how all
qualiﬁcations should be structured and titled. It
recognises achievement through the award of credit
for completion of units building to full qualiﬁcations.
Each qualiﬁcation has a name that tells you its
difﬁculty – from entry level to the highest level 8 –
and its size – how many credits you need to achieve.
An Award is a qualiﬁcation of up to 12 credits. A
Certiﬁcate is between 13 and 36 credits. A Diploma
needs 37 or more credits. Further information about
the QCF can be found at www.cityandguilds.com/qcf
C<7BA;/<2/B=@G/<2=>B7=</:
The main building blocks of your qualiﬁcation;
each unit describes one aspect of your work. In this
Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate, two units are mandatory,
which means you must achieve them. You must also
gain 20 more credits from a list of optional units.
D=1/B7=</:
An NVQ is a vocational qualiﬁcation because it is
based on skills and knowledge that you need in order
to work and build a career in customer service.
E7B<3AAAB/B3;3<B
A witness is someone who testiﬁes that something
happened and comments on it. For some units, a
witness statement can be used as evidence. A witness
may be a customer, a colleague, a manager other than
your assessor, or someone else qualiﬁed to testify
about your work. Your assessor will tell you when
and how a witness statement may be used.
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6=EB63<D?13@B7471/B3E=@9A
E6/BAB3>AE7::7<332B=B/93
B=1=;>:3B3;G?C/:7471/B7=<AB3>³>:/<<7<5
Your assessor will tell you about the mandatory
units that you’re going to be doing and will help
you choose the right optional units. Your assessor
will want to ﬁnd out what experience you already
have, because it may count towards your
qualiﬁcation. At the end of this discussion, you
should have an ‘assessment plan’, which sets out
how you will go about achieving this qualiﬁcation.
AB3> ³>@=2C17<53D723<13
You will produce your ‘evidence’. You will ﬁnd out
much more about this as you go along, but evidence
for an NVQ Certiﬁcate can consist of:
 [^bg`h[l^ko^]phkdbg`[rrhnkZll^llhk
 [^bg`Zld^]jn^lmbhgl[rrhnkZll^llhk
 \hfie^mbg`Zllb`gf^gml
 d^^ibg`]h\nf^gml%^'`'phkdeh`l'
Rhnpbeed^^iZeerhnk^ob]^g\^bgZihkm_hebh'
AB3>!³43320/19
Rhnpbeek^`neZker[^`bo^g_^^][Z\d[rrhnk
assessor and further training will be suggested if
you need it. If your assessor tells you that you are
competent after an assessment, it will be recorded
hgma^_hkflbgrhnkeh`[hhd'Rhnlahne]d^^imkZ\d
of how much you have achieved and what you still
have to achieve, but don’t worry as you will discuss
your progress with your assessor regularly. You can
also use the ‘Summary of unit achievement’ form
on page 21 to help you.

6=E:=<5E7::7BB/93There is no time limit set by City & Guilds for you to
complete your qualiﬁcation but your centre may have
some requirements that they will explain to you.
Many candidates complete the Level 2 NVQ
Certiﬁcate within 6–12 months.
E63@32=75=747<332;=@3
7<4=@;/B7=</0=CB;G/AA3AA;3<BA
/<2?C/:7471/B7=< RhnkZll^llhkblma^fhlmbfihkmZgmlhnk\^h_
information about your qualiﬁcation.
 Hgo^krkZk^h\\Zlbhgl%b_rhn]blZ`k^^pbmaZg
assessor’s decision, you should use your centre’s
 Zii^Zelikh\^]nk^':ldZgZll^llhkhkrhnkBgm^kgZe
Veriﬁer (IV) to help you if you are unsure about how
to do this. Your centre will refer any unresolved
problems to City & Guilds.
 Rhnk\^gmk^Ílp^[lbm^'FZd^Zghm^h_ma^
address here:

 Ma^<bmr@nbe]lp^[lbm^3
www.cityandguilds.com
or City & Guilds Customer Relations on:
+44 (0)844 543 0033.
 Ma^<_:!<hng\be_hk:]fbgblmkZmbhg"p^[lbm^3
www.cfa.uk.com

AB3>"³/1673D3;3<B
When you have completed your units and your
assessor is sure that you have the evidence you
need, your centre will apply to City & Guilds for your
certiﬁcate. At this stage you could let your employer
dghprhnZk^ghpÖgbla^]Zg]Zldb_ma^rphne][^
willing to sign that you have ‘personally completed
ma^phkdZliZkmh_k^`neZk]nmb^lbgma^phkdieZ\^Í
(see page 23). You will receive the full NVQ Certiﬁcate
only if you have completed all the required units,
otherwise you will receive a certiﬁcate listing the
units that you have completed successfully.
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1=;>:3B7<5G=C@A97::A1/<7<7B7/:/AA3AA;3<B
Included here is a skill scan/initial assessment form. To ensure that this is the right qualiﬁcation and at the right level
for you, complete the boxes below to show how much responsibility you have or will have within the following
areas, and write your longer answers on a separate sheet of paper. To achieve this qualiﬁcation, you must be able
to complete both the two mandatory units and at least one optional unit from each theme, following the rules of
combination set out on page 10. Further forms may be provided by your assessor, which may be used to plan and
record your progress. Your assessor will give you guidance on how and when these may be completed.
Key: 1 Little or no responsibility 2 Considerable amount of responsibility 3 Total responsibility
;/<2/B=@GC<7BA
(1CAB=;3@A3@D7134=C<2/B7=<A

1

101

Communicate using customer service language
Give a brief explanation of your customer service role and how you prepare yourself
so that you can deliver customer service effectively.

201

Follow the rules to deliver customer service
Give a brief explanation of your organisation’s policies and procedures and your
responsibilities, giving examples of when you need to refer to others for assistance.

2

3

=>B7=</:C<7BA
(7;>@3AA7=<A/<27;/53
(Choose at least one of these units, which you feel is relevant to your role.)
102

Maintain a positive and customer-friendly attitude
Describe how you show a positive attitude to customers by establishing a rapport.

103

Adapt your behaviour to give a good customer service impression
Describe how you relate to your customers and colleagues, adapting your behaviour
to ensure you give a good customer service impression.

202

Communicate effectively with customers
Give an example of when you communicate with your customers, show you listen
and explain what you can and cannot do, remaining professional at all times.

203

Give customers a positive impression of yourself and your organisation
Give an example of an activity you are involved in which could demonstrate
how you meet, greet and treat your customers following organisation guidelines.

204

Promote additional services or products to customers
Describe how you keep up with new developments in products and services, giving
an example of how you identify those that may be of interest to customers.

205

Process information about customers
Give examples of collecting information on new customers and updating information
on existing customers, selecting information within organisational procedures.

206

Live up to the customer service promise
Describe the organisation’s service offer, vision and promise, and your role
in their application.

207

Make customer service personal
Describe situations in which you can make customers feel treated as individuals.

1]\bW\cSa]\\Sfb^OUS
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Key: 1 Little or no responsibility 2 Considerable amount of responsibility 3 Total responsibility 1
208

Go the extra mile in customer service
Give an example of when you have gone the extra mile for a customer.

209

Deal with customers face to face
Give an example of building rapport when giving face-to-face customer service.

210

Deal with incoming telephone calls from customers
Describe how you deal with incoming calls and ensure customer satisfaction
over the phone.

211

Make telephone calls to customers
Describe how you plan and make outgoing calls, focusing on the customer.

303

Deal with customers in writing or electronically
Describe an occasion when you handled both incoming and outgoing written
and electronic communications.

304

Use customer service as a competitive tool
Describe how you use customer service as a tool to compete effectively with
other providers of similar services and products.

305

Organise the promotion of additional services or products to customers
Describe how you organise the promotion of additional use of services or
products by customers, monitoring the successes and failures.

306

Build a customer service knowledge set
Describe how the organisation’s customer service knowledge set is built and give
an example of how you have added to the information set.

2

3

!(23:7D3@G
(Choose at least one of these units, which you feel is relevant to your role.)
104

Do your job in a customer-friendly way
Describe how you ensure you create a good ﬁrst impression, showing
consideration to customers while doing your job in a customer-friendly way.

212

Deliver reliable customer service
Give an example of how you deliver consistent customer service within the
guidelines and restraints of the organisation.

213

Deliver customer service on your customer’s premises
Give an example of when you visited a customer’s premises and explain how
you dealt with the work to be covered and the customer.

214

Recognise diversity when delivering customer service
Describe how you establish the customer’s needs and expectations in a way
that takes full account of them as an individual.

215

Deal with customers across a language divide
Give an example of when you deal with customers whose ﬁrst language is not
your own, explaining how you can deliver an effective customer service.

216

Use questioning techniques when delivering customer service
Describe a situation when you use a range of questioning techniques to
establish customer needs and build a rapport.

015-018_Skills scan.indd 16
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Key: 1 Little or no responsibility 2 Considerable amount of responsibility 3 Total responsibility 1
217

Deal with customers using bespoke software
Describe how you use the bespoke software system in the delivery of effective
customer service.

218

Maintain customer service through effective handover
Give an example of when you passed on responsibility for a task, checking with those in
the handover that the customer service action required was seen through to completion.

307

Deliver customer service using service partnerships
Describe who is involved in the service chain and give an example of a positive
relationship you have built and nurtured in that chain.

308

Organise the delivery of reliable customer service
Describe how you plan, organise and review the delivery of customer service,
explaining how improvements can be made to the information given.

309

Improve the customer relationship
Give an example of when you have had to balance the needs of your customer with
those of the organisation while still managing to exceed customer expectations.

2

%

3

"(6/<2:7<5>@=0:3;A
(Choose at least one of these units, which you feel is relevant to your role.)
105

Recognise and deal with customer queries, requests and problems
Describe how you provided consistent and reliable customer service while dealing
with customer queries, requests or problems.

106

Take details of customer service problems
Give an example of when you identiﬁed that there was a problem, obtained information
about the problem and passed on the information so that the problem could be tackled.

219

Resolve customer service problems
Give an example of a customer service problem and the action you took to resolve it.

220

Deliver customer service to difﬁcult customers
Describe a situation where you dealt directly with a difﬁcult customer, trying to reach
a resolution that satisﬁed everybody or at least reduced the risk of dissatisfaction.

310

Monitor and solve customer service problems
Give an example of a repeated customer service problem and the action you would
take to solve it and avoid its future repetition.

311

Apply risk assessment to customer service
Describe a risk assessment technique you use to reduce any risks involved in
the provision of customer service.

312

Process customer service complaints
Give an example of a complaint you might investigate and the different options you
consider for its resolution.

#(23D3:=>;3<B/<27;>@=D3;3<B
(Choose at least one of these units, which you feel is relevant to your role.)
221

Develop customer relationships
Give an example of how you have developed the long-term relationship between
your customers and your organisation.

222

Support customer service improvements
Describe how you seek or could seek informal feedback from your customers in
order to identify and support the implementation of improvements.

1]\bW\cSa]\\Sfb^OUS
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Key: 1 Little or no responsibility 2 Considerable amount of responsibility 3 Total responsibility 1
223

Develop personal performance through delivering customer service
Describe how you currently measure and develop yourself in order to perform
effectively in your customer service role.

224

Support customers using online customer services
Describe a situation where you helped a customer to use an online system.

225

Buddy a colleague to develop their customer service skills
Describe a situation where you have worked alongside a colleague providing them
with constructive feedback and support.

226

Develop your own customer service skills through self-study
Describe how you take responsibility for your own self-development in relation to
customer service skills, locating and using the materials that help your learning.

227

Support customers using self-service technology
Describe a situation where you recognised the help needed by a customer to use selfservice technology and gave it in a way that builds conﬁdence in the equipment’s use.

313

Work with others to improve customer service
Describe how you monitor your own and your team’s performance and how you
change the way you do things to improve customer service.

314

Promote continuous improvement
Give an example of when you identiﬁed a potential change to customer service,
thought through the consequences of it and then made it work.

315

Develop your own and others’ customer service skills
Give an example of how you plan to coach and then coach others in developing
speciﬁc and agreed customer service skills.

316

Lead a team to improve customer service
Describe how you plan, organise and support your team members to improve
overall customer service.

317

Gather, analyse and interpret customer feedback
Describe how you plan, gather, analyse and interpret customer feedback.

318

Monitor the quality of customer service transactions
Describe how you prepare to monitor, then monitor and give feedback on the quality
of customer service transactions.

2

3

Note additional qualiﬁcations, experience or responsibilities you have, which are relevant to this
NVQ Certiﬁcate.

Candidate signature

Candidate name (print)

Assessor signature

Date
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CA7<5G=C@E7B<3AAAB/BCA:7AB
The witness status list lets you keep track of all the people who have witnessed the evidence you will use to
complete the Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate in Customer Service. All necessary details must be included and signed
by witnesses as being correct. Further forms may be provided by your assessor, which may be used to plan and
record your progress. Your assessor will give you guidance on how and when these may be completed.
Candidate’s name

Name and
contact address
of witness

Witness
status

Professional
relationship

Units
witnessed

Witness
signature

Date

Include all witnesses who have signed candidate evidence or witnessed a report.
Ensure that the witness signs the details as correct.
Witness status categories
1 A1, A2, V1, V2 or TAQA with occupational experience
2 A1, A2 , V1, V2 or TAQA without occupational experience
3 Occupational expert familiar with standards
4 Occupational expert not familiar with standards
5 Non-expert not familiar with standards

019_020_Witness Status.indd 19
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Name and
contact address
of witness

Witness
status

Professional
relationship

Units
witnessed

Witness
signature

Date

Include all witnesses who have signed candidate evidence or witnessed a report.
Ensure that the witness signs the details as correct.
Witness status categories
1 A1, A2, V1, V2 or TAQA with occupational experience
2 A1, A2 , V1, V2 or TAQA without occupational experience
3 Occupational expert familiar with standards
4 Occupational expert not familiar with standards
5 Non-expert not familiar with standards
Assessor’s signature
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By signing this summary of unit achievement we are conﬁrming that all the assessment criteria and evidence
requirements for these units have been completed and that the evidence is authentic and has been obtained
under speciﬁed conditions for which certiﬁcation is now requested.
Candidate name

Candidate enrolment number

Centre name

Centre number

Date
started

Date
achieved

Assessor
signature

Candidate
signature

IV signature
(if sampled)

Mandatory units (both units must be completed)
1CAB=;3@A3@D7134=C<2/B7=<A
101 Communicate using customer
service language
201 Follow the rules to deliver
customer service
Optional units (including at least one from each of the themes)
7;>@3AA7=</<27;/53
102 Maintain a positive and customerfriendly attitude
103 Adapt your behaviour to give a
good customer service impression
202 Communicate effectively with
customers
203 Give customers a positive
impression of yourself and
your organisation
204 Promote additional services or
products to customers
205 Process information about
customers
206 Live up to the customer service
promise
207 Make customer service personal
208 Go the extra mile in customer
service
209 Deal with customers face to face
210 Deal with incoming telephone
calls from customers

1]\bW\cSa]\\Sfb^OUS
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Date
started

Date
achieved

Assessor
signature

Candidate
signature

IV signature
(if sampled)

211 Make telephone calls to
customers
303 Deal with customers in writing
or electronically
304 Use customer service as a
competitive tool
305 Organise the promotion of
additional services or products
to customers
306 Build a customer service
knowledge set
23:7D3@G
104 Do your job in a customer-friendly
way
212 Deliver reliable customer service
213 Deliver customer service on your
customer’s premises
214 Recognise diversity when
delivering customer service
215 Deal with customers across a
language divide
216 Use questioning techniques when
delivering customer service
217 Deal with customers using
bespoke software
218 Maintain customer service through
effective handover
307 Deliver customer service using
service partnerships
308 Organise the delivery of reliable
customer service
309 Improve the customer relationship
6/<2:7<5>@=0:3;A
105 Recognise and deal with customer
queries, requests and problems
106 Take details of customer service
problems
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Date
started

Date
achieved

Assessor
signature

Candidate
signature

IV signature
(if sampled)

219 Resolve customer service
problems
220 Deliver customer service to
difﬁcult customers
310 Monitor and solve customer
service problems
311 Apply risk assessment to
customer service
312 Process customer service
complaints
23D3:=>;3<B/<27;>@=D3;3<B
221 Develop customer relationships
222 Support customer service
improvements
223 Develop personal performance
through delivering customer
service
224 Support customers using online
customer services
225 Buddy a colleague to develop
their customer service skills
226 Develop your own customer
service skills through self-study
227 Support customers using selfservice technology
313 Work with others to improve
customer service
314 Promote continuous improvement
315 Develop your own and others’
customer service skills
316 Lead a team to improve customer
service
317 Gather, analyse and interpret
customer feedback
318 Monitor the quality of customer
service transactions

I can conﬁrm the candidate has personally completed the work as part of regular duties in the workplace.
Employer signature
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This space allows you to write down an activity
that you have carried out in your job that you believe
shows you can do this unit (e.g. promoting extra
products and services). You can then talk to your
assessor about how this activity might be turned
into observed evidence that will make part of
your evidence portfolio.

"$

/AA3AA323D723<13
This shows that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through a variety
of methods and recorded and referenced by your
assessor in the box below. On the following pages,
these evidence references can be written in the
relevant boxes of ‘What you must cover’, ‘What
you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.

C<7B ">@=;=B3/227B7=</:A3@D713A=@>@=2C1BAB=1CAB=;3@A
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EVObbVWac\WbWaOP]cb

3ZS[S\baW\bVWac\Wb

Services or products in organisations continually change
to keep up with customers’ expectations. By offering new
or improved services and products your organisation can
increase customer satisfaction. Many organisations must
promote these to be able to survive in a competitive world.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

However, it is equally important for organisations that
are not in competitive environments to encourage their
customers to try new services or products.
This unit is all about your need to keep pace with new
developments and to encourage your customers to take
an interest in them. Customers expect to be offered services
or products to meet their expectations.
They need to be made aware of what is available from your
organisation to give them a greater choice. Because of this,
everybody offering services or products needs to play a part
in making customers aware of what is available.
/<3F/;>:3
A new product has arrived and you read the literature on
it. You realise a number of customers who have previously
bought a similar product might be interested in this one.
You give detailed information on this product to customers
who have shown an interest.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

I dealt with a customer who wanted to have new
curtains made. I showed her the material and
used her measurements to price the curtain. I
also showed her curtain poles which she bought

204.1 can identify additional services
or products that are available
204.2 can inform customers about
additional services or products
204.3 can gain customer commitment
to using additional services
or products
204.4 understand how to promote
additional services or products
to customers.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb

G]caV]cZR\]bS

/aaSaaSRSdWRS\QS

1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a Realistic Working Environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of time,
with different customers on different occasions,
for your assessor to be conﬁdent that you
are competent.
4 Your communication with customers may be face
to face, in writing, by telephone, text message,
e-mail, internet (including social networking),
intranet or by any other method you would be
expected to use within your job role.

promote additional products/
services (e.g. what’s new or improved)

Evidence
reference

3
4
6

refer customer (e.g. if you can’t help
your customers, ﬁnd out who can)
identify opportunities
give information
listen
secure agreement
close conversation (e.g. leave the
customer satisﬁed and willing to return)

and then told her about our new curtain fitting

WaT]`PS\S¾ba
>`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSaVOdSTSObc`SaO\R
PS\S¾ba/TSObc`SWaeVObbVS^`]RcQb
]`aS`dWQSWaeVWZSOPS\S¾beWZZW[^`]dS
bVS_cOZWbg]TZWTS]TbVS^S`a]\PcgW\UWb
0S\S¾baO`SeVObaSZZO^`]RcQb]`aS`dWQS

7
10

service when she asked how the pole should be
fixed. She asked a lot of questions about this

12

but when I said there was a discount as she
was buying the material and pole from us she
agreed to take it.
...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.

Evidence from this unit could
possibly be cross-referenced
to standards within other units,
e.g. 101, 201, 202, 203, 205,
207 or 209.

"%

Evidence title

Observation of
selling additional
products on 6th
November
Customer order

Witness testimony
on meeting sales
targets for new
product

Sales targets

Observation of
promoting new
product to existing
customers/general
sales 26th Jan

Professional
discussion

Assessment
method

o
PE
WT
PE
o
PD

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion

/AA3AA;3<B;3B6=293G
There are various different types of evidence
that you can use to complete a unit. You may
use observation, where your assessor sees you
complete an action, or witness testimony, where
an expert witness (e.g. your manager) observes you
in the workplace. You could even use a photograph
or a piece of video documenting that you have
carried out an activity. Whichever route you take,
talk to your assessor to agree a plan of how to put
together the evidence.
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These statements include the range of different
activities or tasks that need to be undertaken in order
for you to prove competence. The relevant evidence
reference from your ‘Assessed evidence’ box should
be written in the shaded area.
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EVObg]c[cabQ]dS`
Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence that
the additional services or products
offered include:
a use of services or products that are
new to your customer

3, 10, 12
b additional use of services or products
that your customer has used before.

10, 12

WaT]`a]c`QSa]TW\T]`[ObW]\
=`UO\WaObW]\a\SSRb]RSdSZ]^\Se^`]RcQba
]`aS`dWQSab]S\ac`SbVSgaObWaTgQcab][S`
\SSRa7\T]`[ObW]\]\^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSa
QO\PS]PbOW\SRT`][OdO`WSbg]Ta]c`QSa
²T]`SfO[^ZSO\W\b`O\Sb]`UO\WaObW]\OZ
c^RObSab`OW\W\USdS\T`][Q]ZZSOUcSa²
O\RaV]cZRPSOQQSaaSRb]S\ac`SOQQc`ObS
W\T]`[ObW]\WaUWdS\b]Qcab][S`a

2 Your evidence must show that you:
a identify what your customer wants by
seeking information directly

3, 4, 6, 10, 12
b identify what your customer wants from
spontaneous customer comments.

3, 10, 12

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
BVWaWa\·bOP]cbVO`RaSZZ²Wb·aOP]cb
Y\]eW\Ug]c`^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSa
O\ReVOb[SSbag]c`Qcab][S`a·\SSRa
7bWaOP]cb[OYW\Uac`Sg]c]TTS`g]c`
Qcab][S`a^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSabVObO`S
\Seb]bVS[\Seb]g]c`]`UO\WaObW]\
]`bVObQO\ORRb]bVSeOgbVSgcaS
SfWabW\U^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSa

WaT]``STS`

E6/BG=C;CAB2=
These statements describe the tasks and activities
you must complete. The relevant evidence reference
from your ‘Assessed evidence’ box is written in the
shaded area.

C<7B ">@=;=B3/227B7=</:A3@D713A=@>@=2C1BAB=1CAB=;3@A
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EVObg]c[cabR]
Evidence reference should be entered below in the
shaded areas. You must do all the points listed.

7bWaW[^]`bO\bW\O\g]`UO\WaObW]\bVOb
O\gW\T]`[ObW]\g]cUWdSg]c`Qcab][S`a
]\aS`dWQSa]`^`]RcQbaWaOQQc`ObS7T
OQcab][S`OaYaT]`W\T]`[ObW]\OP]cb
OaS`dWQS]`^`]RcQbbVObWa\]bg]c`
`Sa^]\aWPWZWbgWbWaW[^]`bO\bg]cOaY
a][S]\SSZaST]`bVSW\T]`[ObW]\]`^OaaWb
b]bVS`WUVb^S`a]\b]RSOZeWbV

204.1

To identify additional services or
products that are available, you must:

204.1.1 update and develop your knowledge of
your organisation’s services or products

6, 10, 12
204.1.2 check with others when you are unsure
about new service or product details

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
9SS^c^b]RObS]\g]c`^`]RcQbaO\R
aS`dWQSa9\]eg]c`Qcab][S`aO\RYSS^
bVS[c^b]RObSb]]EVS\bVSgaV]e
W\bS`SabW\O\Se]`W[^`]dSR^`]RcQb]`
aS`dWQSO\aeS`bVSW`_cSabW]\aO\RVSZ^
bVS[b][OYSORSQWaW]\

6, 10, 12
204.1.3 identify appropriate services or products
that may interest your customer

3, 10, 12
204.1.4 spot opportunities for offering your
customer additional services or products
that will improve the customer experience.

3, 10, 12
#

204.2

:3D3: <D?13@B7471/B37<1CAB=;3@A3@D713

C<7B ":3D3: C<7B$1@327BA

204.2.1 choose the best time to inform your
customer about additional services
or products

>@=;=B3/227B7=</:
A3@D713A=@>@=2C1BA
B=1CAB=;3@A

3, 10, 12
204.2.2 choose the best method of communication
to introduce your customer to additional
services or products

EVObg]c[cabY\]e

C\WbaWU\]TT

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

204.4

To understand how to promote
additional services or products to
customers, you must be able to:

204.4.1 describe your organisation’s procedures
and systems for encouraging the use of
additional services or products

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

3, 4, 6, 10

3, 10

3, 10, 12
204.2.3 give your customer accurate and sufﬁcient
information to enable them to make a
decision about the additional services
or products

3, 10, 12
204.2.4 give your customer time to ask questions
about the additional services or products.

3, 10, 12

204.4.2 explain how the use of additional services
or products will beneﬁt your customers

204.4.3 explain how your customer’s use of
additional services or products will beneﬁt
your organisation

To inform customers about additional
services or products, you must:

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

204.3

To gain customer commitment
to using additional services
or products, you must:

204.3.1 close the conversation if your customer
shows no interest

10, 12
204.3.2 give information to move the
situation forward when your
customer shows interest

3, 10, 12
204.3.3 secure customer agreement and check
customer understanding of the delivery
of the service or product

3, 4, 10, 12
204.3.4 take action to ensure prompt delivery
of the additional services or products
to your customer

3, 4, 10, 12
204.3.5 refer your customer to others or to
alternative sources of information if the
additional services or products are not
your responsibility.

12

6, 7, 12
204.4.4 identify the main factors that inﬂuence
customers to use your services or products

3, 10, 12
204.4.5 explain how to introduce additional services
or products to customers, outlining their
beneﬁts, overcoming reservations and
agreeing to provide the additional services
or products

3, 4, 10
204.4.6 state how to give appropriate, balanced
information to customers about services
or products.

3, 10
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The Sector Skills Body (SSB) responsible for
the National Occupational Standards on which
this NVQ Certiﬁcate is based is:
The CfA (Council for Administration)
6 Graphite Square
Vauxhall Walk
London
SE11 5EE
T +44 (0)20 7091 9620
email: info@cfa.uk.com
website: www.cfa.uk.com
/>>@3<B713A67>4@/;3E=@9
Apprenticeships are planned programmes of
training, learning and assessment aimed at young
people. This government-led initiative is primarily
aimed at 16- to 25-year-olds, although if you’re over
25 you might still be eligible for funding. There’s
also funding available to help employers to deliver
apprenticeships. See the following websites for
information on the apprenticeship framework for
customer service:
www.cfa.uk.com/qualiﬁcations/
apprenticeships_pan_sector.html
www.instituteofcustomerservice.com/
Apprenticeships.aspx
AB/@C<7BA
The Star Units scheme seeks to recognise
exceptional performance in candidates completing
their vocational, competence-based qualiﬁcations.
Star Units differentiates between those candidates
who are competent and those who go the extra mile
and deliver higher standards and quality in the
workplace having been given the same speciﬁcation
of work. If you and your assessor would like to know
more, contact star.units@cityandguilds.com
or go to www.starunits.org
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The Level 2 NVQ Certiﬁcate in Customer Service is
just the starting point for your career:
 Bgm^k^lm^]bgmZdbg`rhnkjnZebÖ\Zmbhg_nkma^k8
For more information about other customer service
qualiﬁcations, including the Level 3 and 4
qualiﬁcations, go to:
www.cityandguilds.com
 Ma^Bglmbmnm^h_<nlmhf^kL^kob\^in[ebla^lZ
range of materials to support customer service
professionals and keep them up to date with
the world of customer service. Its range includes
ICS Breakthrough Research reports, Literature
Reviews and customerﬁrst, the bi-monthly
magazine for ICS members.
To ﬁnd out more, go to:
www.instituteofcustomerservice.com/
Publications.aspx
 @hh]\nlmhf^kl^kob\^blbmlhpgk^pZk]%Zlma^
winners of the National Customer Service Awards
discovered; see:
www.customerserviceawards.com/
ncsahomepage/index.cfm
 HkparghmmZd^ZehhdZmahpma^`ho^kgf^gmbl
taking customer service seriously in the public
sector at:
www.cse.cabinetofﬁce.gov.uk/homeCSE.do

19/11/10 12:29:58

C<7B

1=;;C<71/B3
CA7<51CAB=;3@
A3@D713
:/<5C/53
This unit is all about the basic skills
you need to play your part in your
organisation’s overall customer service
operation. The unit sits within the
customer service theme of Customer
Service Foundations. This theme covers
the language and concepts of customer
service, as well as the organisational
context and the external environment
in which you have to work.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/<3<57<33@
Engineers must know about the products
or services the organisation delivers
and be able to answer simple questions
about them. They also need to know the
organisation’s procedures and guidelines
to make sure they deliver efﬁciently.
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This unit is about the language and basic principles that are
at the heart of customer service and the skills needed to
communicate effectively with customers and colleagues.
It also covers how you ﬁt into the customer service picture
in your organisation and the contribution of your job to
good customer service.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

You need to be able to describe and explain the service
or products that your organisation offers and how it
delivers customer service.
/<3F/;>:3
Your team leader gave you an induction when you started,
where you were told about the organisation, what it does,
who’s who and what you were expected to do. Over time
you are encouraged to update your knowledge from the
organisation’s intranet, trade magazines and training
sessions. You also attend team meetings where you discuss
your experiences and how your practice could improve.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space…

101.1 can identify customers and
their characteristics and
expectations
101.2 can identify your organisation’s
services and products
101.3 know how to communicate
using customer service
language.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
types of customer
customer expectations
customer service language
organisation’s procedures
services and products
internal/external customer
teamwork
service offer
sources of information

…now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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Evidence for this unit could
come from many other units
in this qualiﬁcation, e.g. 204,
206 or 209.
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1 Wherever possible, your evidence should be
based on a real job, whether paid or voluntary,
and when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence based on a realistic working
environment or a work placement is permissible.
Simulation is not allowed for any performance
evidence within this unit. (Guidelines for a
realistic working environment can be found in
the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 The ‘organisation’ from which you draw your
evidence must be the organisation you work for
or the organisation in which you have realistic
work experience. The ‘organisation’ may be the
whole of the organisation or the business unit,
division or department with which you
are involved.

WaT]``]ZS
7\SdS`g]`UO\WaObW]\^S]^ZSVOdSa^SQW¾Q
`]ZSa7bWaW[^]`bO\bb]c\RS`abO\RbVS
ab`cQbc`S]Tg]c`]`UO\WaObW]\²eV]R]Sa
eVObO\RV]ebVSgQO\VSZ^g]cBVS`SeWZZ
PSbW[SaeVS\g]ceWZZ\SSRW\T]`[ObW]\
]`VSZ^W\RSOZW\UeWbVOQcab][S`·a_cS`g
]`^`]PZS[O\RWbWadWbOZg]cY\]eeV]
b]O^^`]OQV
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Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
101.1

To identify customers and their
characteristics and expectations,
you must:

101.1.1 recognise typical customers and their
expectations

101.1.2 discuss customer expectations with
colleagues using recognised customer
service language

101.1.3 follow procedures through which you
and your colleagues deliver effective
customer service.

EVObbVSgaOg

BVS`SWa]\Zg]\SP]aaBVSQcab][S`
/\RVSQO\¾`SSdS`gP]RgW\bVSQ][^O\g
T`][bVSQVOW`[O\R]e\aW[^ZgPg
a^S\RW\UVWa[]\Sga][SeVS`SSZaS
AO[EOZb]\T]c\RS`]TEOZ;O`bAb]`Sa

101.2

To identify your organisation’s services
and products, you must:

101.2.1 outline your organisation’s services and
products to customers

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
9SS^c^b]RObS]\bVS^`]RcQbaO\R
aS`dWQSa]TTS`SRO\RY\]eeVS`Sb]USb
bVObW\T]`[ObW]\5]]RQcab][S`aS`dWQS
WaOaW[^]`bO\bT]`bVS]`UO\WaObW]\OaWb
WaT]`bVSQcab][S`
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101.2.2 greet customers politely and positively

101.2.3 list the information you need to deliver
effective customer service and where that
information can be found.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
101.3

To know how to communicate using
customer service language, you must
be able to:

101.3.1 identify the differences between an internal
customer and an external customer

101.3.2 list your organisation’s services or products

101.3.8 identify who your customers are

101.3.9 describe the main characteristics of typical
customers that you deal with

101.3.10 identify what impresses your customers
and what annoys your customers

101.3.11 identify who’s who and who does
what to deliver customer service in
your organisation

101.3.3 describe the connection between customer
expectations and customer satisfaction in
customer service

101.3.12 describe the kinds of information you need
to give good customer service to customers

101.3.4 describe why organisation procedures are
important to good customer service

101.3.13 explain how to ﬁnd information about your
organisation’s services and products

101.3.5 explain why teamwork is central to good
customer service

101.3.14 list typical customer service problems
in your work and who should be told
about them

101.3.6 identify the service offer of your
organisation

101.3.15 explain how the way you behave affects
your customer’s service experience.

101.3.7 identify the part you play in delivering
customer service

7\bVSY\]e
EVWQV^]ZWQWSaO\R`cZSaObg]c`]`UO\WaObW]\
R]g]cbVW\YO`SOP]cbW\bS`\OZWaacSaacQV
OaVSOZbVO\RaOTSbgO\ReVWQVO`SOP]cb
^`]dWRW\UOPSbbS`aS`dWQSb]Qcab][S`a-
=TTS`W\UU]]RQcab][S`aS`dWQSQO\
S\ac`Sg]c`]`UO\WaObW]\VOaOU]]R
`S^cbObW]\eWbVQcab][S`a
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The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.
I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

EVObbVSgaOg

3dS`gQ][^O\g·aU`SObSabOaaSbaO`SWba
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This unit is all about making sure you
work within the rules and regulations
that govern your organisation and
its business. The unit sits within the
customer service theme of Customer
Service Foundations. This theme covers
the language and concepts of customer
service, as well as the organisational
context and the external environment
in which you have to work.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/1/@3/AA7AB/<B
A care assistant may work with a range
of people requiring care and assistance.
Carers can provide both physical and
emotional support for many people,
working in a person’s own home or
in a residential setting. Whatever the
circumstances, there will be a need for
conﬁdentiality and to ensure the security
and safety of the client.
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There are rules in organisations that limit what you can
and cannot do for customers. Some rules are set by your
organisation and some are deﬁned by law and apply to
everybody’s jobs. Other rules are set by regulations that
apply to particular industries. You need to know your
organisation’s rules and procedures and how these limit
what you can do for customers. You also need to be aware
of the wider laws and regulations, which are set outside of
your organisation, and how they apply to you and your job.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

This unit requires you to understand all the rules that apply
to customer service delivered by the organisation and how
they apply to you and your job.
/<3F/;>:3
You are asked to buddy a new team member. You tell him
about the job, what he can do and what he needs to refer to
others. You explain to him what the organisation’s policies
and procedures are and where this information can be
found. By following the policies and procedures correctly
yourself, you set an example for him to follow.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space…

201.1 can follow your organisation’s
customer service practices and
procedures
201.2 know how to follow the rules to
deliver customer service.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
follow organisation procedures
recognise limitations
refer on (i.e. pass on the problem or
task to someone who can deal with it)
follow external regulations
follow external legislation
work safely
respect conﬁdentiality
awareness of security

…now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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1 Wherever possible, your evidence should be
based on a real job, whether paid or voluntary,
and when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence based on a realistic working
environment or a work placement is permissible.
Simulation is not allowed for any performance
evidence within this unit. (Guidelines for a
realistic working environment can be found in
the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 The ‘organisation’ from which you draw your
evidence must be the organisation you work for
or the organisation in which you have realistic
work experience. The ‘organisation’ may be
the whole of the organisation or the business
unit, division or department with which you
are involved.

WaT]``SUcZObW]\a
BVS`SO`S`cZSa`SUcZObW]\a^]ZWQWSaO\R
^`]QSRc`SaW\^ZOQSb][OYSac`SSdS`g]\S
Y\]eaeVObbVSgQO\O\RQO\·bR]O\R
g]cO`S\]RWTTS`S\bBVS`SeWZZPSO^]W\b
PSg]\ReVWQVg]ceWZZ\SSR^S`[WaaW]\
b]R]bVW\Ua
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence of following the
rules to deliver customer service:

WaT]`ZSUWaZObW]\

a during routine delivery of customer service

/\g]`UO\WaObW]\]TTS`W\U^`]RcQba]`
aS`dWQSa[cabOPWRSPgZOeabVObOTTSQbWba
PcaW\SaaO\RO^^ZgbVSZSUWaZObW]\bV`]cUV
^]ZWQWSaO\R^`]QSRc`Sa7Tg]cR]\·bT]ZZ]e
bV]aS^]ZWQWSaO\R^`]QSRc`Sag]c[Og
QOcaSg]c`]`UO\WaObW]\b]P`SOYbVSZOe

b during a busy time in your job

c during a quiet time in your job

d when people, systems or resources have let
you down.

EVObbVSgaOg«
BVSOW[]T[O`YSbW\UWab]Y\]eO\R
c\RS`abO\RbVSQcab][S`a]eSZZbVS
^`]RcQb]`aS`dWQS¾baVW[O\RaSZZaWbaSZT
>SbS`42`cQYS`e`WbS`
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
201.1

To follow your organisation’s
customer service practices and
procedures, you must:

201.1.1 follow organisational practices and
procedures that relate to your customer
service work

201.1.2 recognise the limits of what you are allowed
to do when delivering customer service

201.1.3 refer to somebody in authority when
you need to

201.1.4 work in a way that protects the security
of customers and their property

201.1.5 work in a way that protects the security
of information about customers.

EVObbVSgaOg«

7Tg]cR]PcWZROU`SObSf^S`WS\QS
Qcab][S`abSZZSOQV]bVS`OP]cbbVOb
E]`R]T[]cbVWadS`g^]eS`TcZ
8STT0Sh]aT]c\RS`]T/[Oh]\Q][

WaT]``S^cbObW]\
@S^cbObW]\WaOZZOP]cbO\]`UO\WaObW]\·a
U]]R\O[SO\RPcaW\SaaSae]`YVO`Rb]
^`]bSQbbVSW`aG]c`PSVOdW]c`QO\OTTSQb
bVOb`S^cbObW]\a]OZeOga]TTS`SfQSZZS\b
Qcab][S`aS`dWQSO\Rg]ceWZZOaaWabg]c`
]`UO\WaObW]\W\^`]bSQbW\UWbaU]]R\O[S
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201.2.9 list the main things that you must do and
not do in your job under legislation that
affects your customer service work

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
201.2

To know how to follow the rules
to deliver customer service, you
must be able to:

201.2.10 list the main things that you must do and
not do in your job under external regulations
that affect your customer service work.

201.2.1 describe organisational practices and
procedures that relate to your customer
service work

C\WbaWU\]TT
201.2.2 identify the limits of what you are allowed
to do when delivering customer service

201.2.3 explain when and how you should refer
to somebody in authority about rules for
delivering customer service

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.
I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

201.2.4 explain how you protect the security of
customers and their property

201.2.5 explain how you protect the security of
information about customers

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

201.2.6 describe your health and safety responsibilities
as they relate to your customer service work

201.2.7 explain your responsibilities to deliver
customer service treating customers equally

201.2.8 explain why it is important to respect
customer and organisation conﬁdentiality
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This unit is about how to create a good
impression with customers, of both
yourself and your organisation. The unit
sits within the customer service theme
of Impression and Image. This theme
covers the organisational behaviours and
processes that affect how your customers
see you and your organisation.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/4:756B/BB3<2/<B
The main duty of ﬂight attendants
is to ensure safety but they also provide
a vital care-giving and customer service
role. Effectively acting as ambassadors
for the airline, they reassure passengers
in the event of an emergency, as well
as dealing with unacceptable behaviour.
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Excellent customer service is provided by those who are
good with people. Your behaviour affects the impression
that customers form of the service they are receiving.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

This unit is all about communicating with customers and
giving a positive impression of yourself whenever you deal
with a customer. By doing this you will also be giving a
positive impression of your organisation and the customer
service it provides.
All of us enjoy the experience of good customer service if
we feel that the person serving us really wants to create
the right impression, respond to us and give us good
information. Every detail of your behaviour counts when
dealing with a customer.
/<3F/;>:3
A customer returns to your shop complaining that the
handbag she bought a week ago is no longer ﬁt for use.
By listening to her without interruption, giving eye contact
and the occasional nod of the head in afﬁrmation, you are
already on the right track to negotiating a positive outcome
for both your customer and your organisation.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

203.1 can establish rapport
with customers
203.2 can respond appropriately
to customers
203.3 can communicate information
to customers
203.4 understand how to give
customers a positive
impression of yourself and
your organisation.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
meeting and greeting
identifying customer expectations
respond appropriately
give information to customers
check understanding
locating information
adapting behaviour
communicating

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 Your communication with customers may be
face to face, in writing, by telephone, text
message, email, internet (including social
networking), intranet or by any other method you
would be expected to use within your job role.

WaT]`Sf^SQbObW]\
1cab][S`a·Sf^SQbObW]\aO`ST]`[SRPgO
\c[PS`]TbVW\Ua(eVObbVSgVSO`O\RaSS
eVObbVSg`SORO\ReVObbVS]`UO\WaObW]\
bSZZabVS[eVObVO^^S\aRc`W\UbVSW`
Sf^S`WS\QSO\ReVObVOaVO^^S\SRb]
bVS[W\bVS^Oab

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence of creating
a positive impression with customers:
a during routine delivery of customer service

b during a busy time in your job

c during a quiet time in your job

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
@S[S[PS`V]eg]cTSSZeVS\g]cVOdS
PSS\b`SObSRPORZg]`UWdS\^]]`Qcab][S`
aS`dWQSG]ceO\bb]PSb`SObSROaO\
W\RWdWRcOZO\Ra]R]g]c`Qcab][S`aAV]e
g]cQO\`S[OW\QOZ[ObbS\bWdSO\R^]ZWbS
b]SdS`g]\SO\RabWQYb]bVS]`UO\WaObW]\·a
^`]QSRc`SaObOZZbW[Sa

d when people, systems or resources
have let you down.

2 You must provide evidence that you
communicate with customers effectively by:
a using appropriate spoken or written language

WaT]`ORO^bW\UPSVOdW]c`
b applying the conventions and rules appropriate to
the method of communication you have chosen.

1cab][S`aVOdSSf^SQbObW]\aBVSgSf^SQb
b]PSRSOZbeWbVQ]c`bS]caZgO\ReWbV
`Sa^SQbA][SbW[SabVWa[SO\ag]c\SSRb]
ORO^bg]c`PSVOdW]c`SUa^SOYQ]\¾RS\bZg
O\RY\]eZSRUSOPZgb]a][S]\SeV]Sf^SQba
g]cb]]TTS`bVS[W\T]`[ObW]\^`][^bZg
O\ROQQc`ObSZg

EVObbVSgaOg«
0caW\SaaWa\]bXcabR]W\URSOZa)PcaW\Saa
WaVOdW\UU`SOb^`]RcQbaR]W\UU`SOb
S\UW\SS`W\UO\R^`]dWRW\Ub`S[S\R]ca
aS`dWQSb]Qcab][S`a4W\OZZgPcaW\SaaWa
OQ]PeSP]TVc[O\`SZObW]\aVW^a
6@]aa>S`]bT]c\RS`]T32A
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
203.1

To establish rapport with customers,
you must:

203.1.1 meet your organisation’s standards
of appearance and behaviour

203.1.2 greet your customer respectfully
and in a friendly manner

203.1.3 communicate with your customer in a way
that makes them feel valued and respected

203.1.4 identify and conﬁrm your
customer’s expectations

203.1.5 treat your customer courteously
and helpfully at all times

203.2

To respond appropriately
to customers, you must:

203.2.1 respond promptly to a customer
seeking help

203.2.2 choose the most appropriate way to
communicate with your customer

203.2.3 check with your customer that you have
fully understood their expectations

203.2.4 respond promptly and positively to your
customer’s questions and comments

203.2.5 allow your customer time to consider
your response and give further
explanation when appropriate.

203.3

To communicate information
to customers, you must:

203.3.1 quickly ﬁnd information
that will help your customer
203.1.6 keep your customer
informed and reassured

203.1.7 adapt your behaviour to respond
effectively to different customer behaviour.

203.3.2 give your customer information they
need about the services or products
offered by your organisation

203.3.3 recognise information that your customer
might ﬁnd complicated and check whether
they fully understand

203.3.4 explain clearly to your customers
any reasons why their expectations
cannot be met.

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
<][ObbS`eVObe]`Y]`bOaYg]cR]g]c`
Qcab][S`aeWZZSf^SQbg]cb]b`SObbVS[
Q]c`bS]caZgO\ReWbV`Sa^SQb6SZ^g]c`
Qcab][S`aPgUSbbW\UbVS[bVSW\T]`[ObW]\
bVSg\SSRO\R[OYSac`SbVSgc\RS`abO\R
Wb7Tg]cQO\·b[SSbbVSW`\SSRaQZSO`Zg
Sf^ZOW\eVg
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C\WbaWU\]TT

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

203.4

To understand how to give customers a
positive impression of yourself and the
organisation, you must be able to:

203.4.1 describe your organisation’s standards for
appearance and behaviour

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

203.4.2 explain your organisation’s guidelines for
how to recognise what your customer
wants and respond appropriately

203.4.3 identify your organisation’s rules and
procedures regarding the methods of
communication you use

203.4.4 explain how to recognise when a customer
is angry or confused

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

203.4.5 identify your organisation’s standards
for timeliness in responding to customer
questions and requests for information.

7\bVSY\]e
1cab][S`aSf^SQbOQS`bOW\abO\RO`R]T
PSVOdW]c`O\RO^^SO`O\QS4W\R]cbbVS
R`SaaQ]RSO\RV]eg]cO`SSf^SQbSRb]
RSZWdS`Qcab][S`aS`dWQS
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This unit is all about how to promote your
organisation’s services and products
to customers. The unit sits within the
customer service theme of Impression
and Image. This theme covers the
organisational behaviours and processes
that affect how your customers see you
and your organisation.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/6/7@2@3AA3@
In hairdressing, the customers want
to know about the latest styles and
products. They also want to be informed
about improvements to existing products
and services and how these will beneﬁt
them. There are occasions in a salon when
products or services could be suggested
to add to the customer experience.
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Services or products in organisations continually change
to keep up with customers’ expectations. By offering new
or improved services and products your organisation can
increase customer satisfaction. Many organisations must
promote these to be able to survive in a competitive world.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

However, it is equally important for organisations that
are not in competitive environments to encourage their
customers to try new services or products.
This unit is all about your need to keep pace with new
developments and to encourage your customers to take
an interest in them. Customers expect to be offered services
or products to meet their expectations.
They need to be made aware of what is available from your
organisation to give them a greater choice. Because of this,
everybody offering services or products needs to play a part
in making customers aware of what is available.
/<3F/;>:3
A new product has arrived and you read the literature on
it. You realise a number of customers who have previously
bought a similar product might be interested in this one.
You give detailed information on this product to customers
who have shown an interest.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

204.1 can identify additional services
or products that are available
204.2 can inform customers about
additional services or products
204.3 can gain customer commitment
to using additional services
or products
204.4 understand how to promote
additional services or products
to customers.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
promote additional products or
services (e.g. what’s new or improved)
refer customer (e.g. if you can’t help
your customers, ﬁnd out who can)
identify opportunities
give information
listen
secure agreement
close conversation (e.g. leave the
customer satisﬁed and willing to return)

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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possibly be cross-referenced
to standards within other units,
e.g. 101, 201, 202, 203, 205,
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1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 Your communication with customers may be face
to face, in writing, by telephone, text message,
email, internet (including social networking),
intranet or by any other method you would be
expected to use within your job role.

WaT]`PS\S¾ba
>`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSaVOdSTSObc`SaO\R
PS\S¾ba/TSObc`SWaeVObbVS^`]RcQb
]`aS`dWQSWaeVWZSOPS\S¾beWZZW[^`]dS
bVS_cOZWbg]TZWTS]TbVS^S`a]\PcgW\UWb
0S\S¾baO`SeVObaSZZO^`]RcQb]`aS`dWQS

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence that
the additional services or products
offered include:
a use of services or products that are
new to your customer

b additional use of services or products
that your customer has used before.

WaT]`a]c`QSa]TW\T]`[ObW]\
=`UO\WaObW]\a\SSRb]RSdSZ]^\Se^`]RcQba
]`aS`dWQSab]S\ac`SbVSgaObWaTgQcab][S`
\SSRa7\T]`[ObW]\]\^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSa
QO\PS]PbOW\SRT`][OdO`WSbg]Ta]c`QSa
²T]`SfO[^ZSO\W\b`O\Sb]`UO\WaObW]\OZ
c^RObSab`OW\W\USdS\T`][Q]ZZSOUcSa²
O\RaV]cZRPSOQQSaaSRb]S\ac`SOQQc`ObS
W\T]`[ObW]\WaUWdS\b]Qcab][S`a

2 Your evidence must show that you:
a identify what your customer wants by
seeking information directly

b identify what your customer wants from
spontaneous customer comments.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
BVWaWa\·bOP]cbVO`RaSZZ²Wb·aOP]cb
Y\]eW\Ug]c`^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSa
O\ReVOb[SSbag]c`Qcab][S`a·\SSRa
7bWaOP]cb[OYW\Uac`Sg]c]TTS`g]c`
Qcab][S`a^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSabVObO`S
\Seb]bVS[\Seb]g]c`]`UO\WaObW]\
]`bVObQO\ORRb]bVSeOgbVSgcaS
SfWabW\U^`]RcQba]`aS`dWQSa

WaT]``STS`
7bWaW[^]`bO\bW\O\g]`UO\WaObW]\bVOb
O\gW\T]`[ObW]\g]cUWdSg]c`Qcab][S`a
]\aS`dWQSa]`^`]RcQbaWaOQQc`ObS7T
OQcab][S`OaYaT]`W\T]`[ObW]\OP]cb
OaS`dWQS]`^`]RcQbbVObWa\]bg]c`
`Sa^]\aWPWZWbgWbWaW[^]`bO\bg]cOaY
a][S]\SSZaST]`bVSW\T]`[ObW]\]`
^OaaWbb]bVS`WUVb^S`a]\b]RSOZeWbV
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EVObg]c[cabR]
Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
204.1

To identify additional services or
products that are available, you must:

204.1.1 update and develop your knowledge of
your organisation’s services or products

204.1.2 check with others when you are unsure
about new service or product details

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
9SS^c^b]RObS]\g]c`^`]RcQbaO\R
aS`dWQSa9\]eg]c`Qcab][S`aO\RYSS^
bVS[c^b]RObSb]]EVS\bVSgaV]e
W\bS`SabW\O\Se]`W[^`]dSR^`]RcQb]`
aS`dWQSO\aeS`bVSW`_cSabW]\aO\RVSZ^
bVS[b][OYSORSQWaW]\

204.1.3 identify appropriate services or products
that may interest your customer

204.1.4 spot opportunities for offering your
customer additional services or products
that will improve the customer experience.

204.2

To inform customers about additional
services or products, you must:

204.2.1 choose the best time to inform your
customer about additional services
or products

204.2.2 choose the best method of communication
to introduce your customer to additional
services or products

204.3

To gain customer commitment
to using additional services
or products, you must:

204.3.1 close the conversation if your customer
shows no interest

204.3.2 give information to move the
situation forward when your
customer shows interest

204.2.3 give your customer accurate and sufﬁcient
information to enable them to make a
decision about the additional services
or products

204.3.3 secure customer agreement and check
customer understanding of the delivery
of the service or product

204.2.4 give your customer time to ask questions
about the additional services or products.

204.3.4 take action to ensure prompt delivery
of the additional services or products
to your customer

204.3.5 refer your customer to others or to
alternative sources of information if the
additional services or products are not
your responsibility.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

204.4

To understand how to promote
additional services or products to
customers, you must be able to:

204.4.1 describe your organisation’s procedures
and systems for encouraging the use of
additional services or products

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

204.4.2 explain how the use of additional services
or products will beneﬁt your customers

204.4.3 explain how your customer’s use of
additional services or products will beneﬁt
your organisation

204.4.4 identify the main factors that inﬂuence
customers to use your services or products

204.4.5 explain how to introduce additional services
or products to customers, outlining their
beneﬁts, overcoming reservations and
agreeing to provide the additional services
or products

204.4.6 state how to give appropriate, balanced
information to customers about services
or products.
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I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date
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C<7B #

>@=13AA
7<4=@;/B7=<
/0=CB
1CAB=;3@A
This unit is all about collecting and using
information about your customers, which
can help you to provide them with the
service they expect. The unit sits within
the customer service theme of Impression
and Image. This theme covers the
organisational behaviours and processes
that affect how your customers see you
and your organisation.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/<3AB/B3/53<B
Working in an estate agency means
dealing with customers who want
to sell and those who want to buy.
Processing information is a large part
of this job – from answering queries
to conﬁrming a sale, the estate agent
needs to collect information and then
ensure it is correct.
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3ZS[S\baW\bVWac\Wb

You and your organisation need customer service
information to answer customer questions and to respond
to customer requests. Information about customers is also
used by your organisation to develop its customer service.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

Some customer service information is collected from your
customers. Other customer service information is collected
through information systems and equipment that make
records of service delivery. In either case, you must collect
information, retrieve it and supply it when appropriate.
Good customer service information provides a sound
basis for all customer service transactions. The quality
of the customer service information depends heavily on
the skills and attention to detail of the person dealing
with the information.
/<3F/;>:3
You receive a call from a customer who is moving house and
wants to give you their forwarding address. You take all the
details and conﬁrm them, updating the customer’s records
accordingly. You ask the customer if they require further
assistance and agree to have some further information sent
out to them. You note this, closing the call accordingly.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

205.1 can collect information about
customers
205.2 can select and retrieve
information about customers
205.3 can supply information about
customers
205.4 understand how to process
customer service information.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
collect information
record information
ensure accuracy and sufﬁciency
of information
store information
answer questions
select information
retrieve information
supply information

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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Evidence from this unit could
possibly be cross-referenced
to standards within other units,
e.g. 101, 105, 106, 201, 203,
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WaT]`W\T]`[ObW]\agabS[a
=`UO\WaObW]\aQ]ZZSQbW\T]`[ObW]\
OP]cbbVSW`Qcab][S`abVObVSZ^abVS[
RSZWdS`STTSQbWdSQcab][S`aS`dWQSBVWa
W\T]`[ObW]\[OgPSOaaW[^ZSOaQcab][S`a·
\O[SaO\RORR`SaaSaO\RbVS^`]RcQba
O\RaS`dWQSa^c`QVOaSReVWZSa][S
]`UO\WaObW]\a[OgQ]ZZSQb[]`SRSbOWZSR
W\T]`[ObW]\EVObSdS`WaQ]ZZSQbSRO\R
ab]`SRbVS]`UO\WaObW]\[cabQ][^ZgeWbV
RObO^`]bSQbW]\ZSUWaZObW]\b]S\ac`SbVS
W\T]`[ObW]\`S[OW\aQ]\¾RS\bWOZ

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
at S/NVQ Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 Your communication with customers may be face
to face, in writing, by telephone, text message,
email, internet (including social networking),
intranet or by any other method you would be
expected to use within your job role.
Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 Your evidence must prove that you have
processed customer information relating to:
a new customers

b existing customers.

2 In dealing with customers’ information, you
must provide evidence that you have:
a checked whether the information
you are collecting and retrieving is
accurate and up to date

b selected information that is directly relevant
to each of your customers.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
7bWaW[^]`bO\bb]Y\]eOa[cQVOa
^]aaWPZSOP]cbg]c`Qcab][S`a5Sbb]
Y\]eg]c`\SeQcab][S`aO\Rc^RObS
bVSW\T]`[ObW]\]\g]c`SfWabW\UQcab][S`a
G]c`]`UO\WaObW]\eWZZaSbUcWRSZW\Sa]\
bVSW\T]`[ObW]\g]caV]cZRUObVS`
PcbWbWaW[^]`bO\bbVObbVSW\T]`[ObW]\
g]cVOdSWaOZeOgaOQQc`ObSO\Rc^b]RObS

WaT]`Q]abaO\R`Sa]c`QSa
2SZWdS`W\UQcab][S`aS`dWQSW\d]ZdSaO\
]`UO\WaObW]\a^S\RW\U[]\SgO\RcaW\U
`Sa]c`QSaacQVOaabOTTbW[SS_cW^[S\bO\R
[ObS`WOZa/QQc`ObSRSbOWZ]\Qcab][S`aWa
\SQSaaO`gb]S\ac`SbW[SO\R`Sa]c`QSaO`S
\]ba^S\b]\W\Q]``SQbW\T]`[ObW]\
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EVObg]c[cabR]
Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
205.1

To collect information about
customers, you must:

205.1.1 collect and record new information
about customers following your
organisation’s guidelines

205.1.2 update existing information about
customers

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
7\RSOZW\UeWbVQcab][S`RObOg]c\SSR
b]Q]ZZSQbOQQc`ObSW\T]`[ObW]\OP]cb
Qcab][S`aO\R[OYSWbOdOWZOPZS]\Zg
b]bV]aSeV]O`SOcbV]`WaSRb]VOdSWb
@S[S[PS`bVObW\T]`[ObW]\WaQ]\¾RS\bWOZ
O\RQ]dS`SRPgZSUWaZObW]\2]\·bUWdS
Wb]cbc\ZSaag]cVOdS^S`[WaaW]\

205.1.3 record and store information about
customers that is accurate, sufﬁcient and
relevant following organisational guidelines.

205.2

To select and retrieve information
about customers, you must:

205.2.1 respond promptly to authorised requests
for information about customers

205.2.2 select and retrieve relevant information
for customers or colleagues following
your organisation’s guidelines.

205.3

EVObbVSgaOg«

7TbVW\UaO`S\]bU]W\UeSZZeWbVg]cPSUW\
g]c`STT]`bObQ]``SQbW\UbVSaWbcObW]\Pg
QO`STcZZgSfO[W\W\UbVSaS`dWQSg]cO`S
`S\RS`W\UO\RSa^SQWOZZgbVSa^W`WbW\
eVWQVg]cO`S`S\RS`W\UWb
@]US`0OPa]\PcaW\SaaT]`SQOabS`
O\ROcbV]`

To supply information about
customers, you must:

205.3.1 supply accurate and sufﬁcient information
about customers to meet your customers’
or colleagues’ expectations

205.3.2 choose the most appropriate way to
supply information to your customers
or colleagues

205.3.3 conﬁrm that your customers or colleagues
have received and understood the
customer service information.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

205.4

To understand how to process
customer service information, you
must be able to:

205.4.1 describe your organisation’s procedures
and guidelines for collecting, retrieving and
supplying information about customers

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

205.4.2 identify types of personal information about
customers that should and should not be
kept on record
I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
205.4.3 explain how to collect information about
customers efﬁciently and effectively

205.4.4 explain how to operate the customer
information storage system

Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

205.4.5 explain why processing information about
customers correctly makes an important
contribution to effective customer service

205.4.6 explain the importance of attention to
detail when processing information
about customers

205.4.7 describe the legal and regulatory
restrictions on the storage and use of
customer data.
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23/:E7B6
1CAB=;3@A
4/13B=4/13
This unit is all about providing service
to customers in person. The unit sits
within the customer service theme
of Impression and Image. This theme
covers the organisational behaviours and
processes that affect how your customers
see you and your organisation.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/@313>B7=<7AB
A receptionist is the face of the
organisation and can be found in all
types of settings, including businesses,
government ofﬁces, medical centres and
hospitals. They greet visitors and direct
them to the correct person or department,
often providing information about the
organisation. Increasingly, they help to
monitor the security of an organisation
and sometimes can encounter difﬁcult
or irate visitors.
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3ZS[S\baW\bVWac\Wb

This unit is all about the skills you need to deal with your
customer in person. When you are working with a customer
in this way, good feelings about the way you look and
behave can improve how your customer feels about the
transaction and give them greater satisfaction.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

While verbal communication is important, your focus on
your customer and the relationship that is formed also
depends on the non-verbal communication that takes place
between you. You have many opportunities to impress your
customer and your behaviour in this situation can make all
the difference to the customer’s behaviour and the
satisfaction that they feel.
/<3F/;>:3
You work in a reception area and need to have all the
information regarding the organisation to hand and know all
the contact details. On a busy day, a large group of foreign
visitors arrives. In order to deal with this situation, you must
be conscious of the needs, expectations, safety and security
of the many different types of customers.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

209.1 can communicate effectively
with your customer
209.2 can improve the rapport
with your customer through
body language
209.3 understand how to deal with
customers face to face.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
communicating
working face to face
understanding behaviour
giving a professional image
balancing demands
understanding body language
building a rapport
keeping focused

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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Evidence from this unit could
possibly be cross-referenced
to standards within other units,
e.g. 101, 105, 201, 203, 205,
207, 210, 214, 219 or 221.
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G]caV]cZR\]bS
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1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.

WaT]`P]RgZO\UcOUS
0]RgZO\UcOUS[SO\abVSTOQWOZSf^`SaaW]\a
USabc`SaO\R^]abc`SabVObg]ccaSW\]`RS`
b]Q][[c\WQObSBVSQcab][S`·aP]Rg
ZO\UcOUSQO\bSZZg]c[]`SOP]cbeVObbVSg
O`SbVW\YW\UbVO\bVSe]`RabVSgcaSG]c`
P]RgZO\UcOUSWaW[^]`bO\bb]]6OdW\U
T]ZRSRO`[aO\R\]ba[WZW\UWac\ZWYSZgb]
[OYSg]c`Qcab][S`TSSZeSZQ][SeVS`SOa
a[WZW\UO\RaVOYW\UbVSW`VO\RR]Sa
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 Your evidence must include examples
of dealing with customers who:
a have standard expectations of your
organisation’s customer service

b have experienced difﬁculties when
dealing with your organisation

c have made a speciﬁc request for information

d need to be informed of circumstances
of which they are unaware.

3 You must provide evidence of dealing
with customers face to face:
a during routine delivery of customer service

b during a busy time in your job

c during a quiet time in your job

d when people, systems or resources have
let you down.

4 You must include examples of how you
have made use of:
a verbal communication skills

b non-verbal communication skills.
2 Your evidence must include examples
of dealings with customers that are:
a planned

b unplanned.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
7\O\g]`UO\WaObW]\g]cO`SZWYSZg
b]RSOZTOQSb]TOQSeWbVOdO`WSbg]T
Qcab][S`aW\OdO`WSbg]TaWbcObW]\a
G]c\SSRb]PS^`S^O`SRT]`O\gbVW\U
T`][^S]^ZSeV]XcabeO\bW\T]`[ObW]\
b]bV]aSeV]VOdSO^`]PZS[
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EVObg]c[cabR]
Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
209.1

To communicate effectively
with your customer, you must:

209.1.1 plan a conversation with your customer
that has structure and clear direction

209.1.2 hold a conversation with your
customer that establishes rapport

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]-

EWbVTOQSb]TOQSQ][[c\WQObW]\g]c[cab
PS^`]TSaaW]\OZO\ROZeOgaOeO`S]TbVS\SSR
b]W[^`Saag]c`Qcab][S`BVSQcab][S`
eWZZeO\bg]cb]T]Qca]\bVS[O\Rg]c
aV]cZRR]bVWaeVWZSOZa]PSW\UOeO`S]TbVS
aWbcObW]\O\R]bVS`Qcab][S`aO`]c\Rg]c

209.1.3 focus on your customer and listen carefully
to ensure that you collect all possible
information you need from the conversation

209.1.4 explain your services or products
and your organisation’s service offer
to your customer clearly and concisely

209.1.5 adapt your communication to meet
the individual needs of your customer

209.1.6 anticipate your customer’s requests
and needs for information

209.1.7 balance conﬂicting demands for your
attention while maintaining rapport
with your current customer

209.1.8 calm down situations when one customer
is adversely affecting the customer service
enjoyed by other customers.

209.2

To improve the rapport
with your customer through
body language, you must:

209.2.1 present a professional and respectful
image when dealing with your customer

209.2.2 show an awareness of your customer’s
needs for personal space

209.2.3 focus your attention on your customer
so that non-verbal signs do not betray
disinterest, boredom or irritation

209.2.4 ensure that your customer focus
is not disrupted by colleagues

209.2.5 observe all customers and the total
customer service situation while
maintaining rapport with your
current customer

209.2.6 observe your customer to read nonverbal clues about the customer’s
wishes and expectations.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
209.3

209.3.9 describe the agreed and recognised signs
in customer behaviour in your organisation
that indicate that your customer expects
a particular action by you.

To understand how to deal with customers
face to face, you must be able to:

209.3.1 explain the importance of speaking clearly
and slowly when dealing with a customer
face to face

209.3.2 state the importance of taking the time to
listen carefully to what the customer is saying

209.3.3 identify your organisation’s procedures that
impact on the way you are able to deal with
your customers face to face

209.3.4 describe the features and beneﬁts of your
organisation’s services or products

C\WbaWU\]TT
The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.
I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

209.3.5 explain your organisation’s service offer
and how it affects the way you deal with
customers face to face

209.3.6 explain the principles of body language that
enable you to interpret customer feelings
without verbal communication

209.3.7 explain the difference between behaving
assertively, aggressively and passively

209.3.8 explain why the expectations and
behaviour of individual customers will
demand different responses to create
rapport and achieve customer satisfaction
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This unit is all about the skills you will
need to have in order to deal with your
customers on the telephone. The unit
sits within the customer service theme
of Impression and Image. This theme
covers the organisational behaviours and
processes that affect how your customers
see you and your organisation.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/1=<B/1B13<B@3/2D7A3@
Contact centres can be found in most
sectors. Working in a contact centre,
the adviser is the ﬁrst point of contact
for the customer. The role may involve
advising customers, offering information
and resolving problems. Crucially, when
dealing with customers on the phone,
the contact centre adviser needs to be
prepared for anything.
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3ZS[S\baW\bVWac\Wb

Many organisations rely on dealing with incoming telephone
calls as a key part of their customer service procedures.
Customer expectations are high when calling organisations
because they have had an opportunity to prepare for the
call. In addition, a proportion of calls start with customers
in a negative frame of mind because the caller sees making
a call as a way of dealing with a customer service problem.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

This unit is about being prepared to deal effectively with
calls and using effective communication to satisfy customers
with the outcome of each call.

210.3 can deal effectively with
customer questions and
requests

/<3F/;>:3
Your organisation has been advertising heavily and you
have been taking the calls. You have a customer record
management system which gives you the detail you need
to ask each caller and on which you record the response.
From the questions asked and responses given you decide
who to transfer the call to or the information to be sent.

210.4 know how to deal with
incoming telephone calls
from customers.

What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

210.1 can use communication
systems effectively
210.2 can establish rapport with
customers who are calling

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
operate telephone system
listen carefully
taking messages
speaking
selecting information
selecting among options
(e.g. selecting the appropriate person
to pass a caller on to)
recording information

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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WaT]``O^^]`b
3abOPZWaVW\U`O^^]`bWaOP]cbU]]R
Q][[c\WQObW]\PSbeSS\be]^S]^ZS5]]R
Qcab][S`aS`dWQSWaOP]cbPcWZRW\U`O^^]`b
O\R[OYW\Uac`Sg]cO\RbVSQcab][S`ZWYS
c\RS`abO\RO\Rb`cabSOQV]bVS`

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 You may provide evidence of dealing with
customers using landline telephones, mobile
telephone, internet telephone connections,
video telephone systems or any other technology
that involves a conversation with a customer
at a distance.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 Your evidence must include examples of
dealing with customers who:
a have standard expectations of your organisation’s
customer service

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
b have experienced difﬁculties when dealing with
your organisation

c have made a speciﬁc request for information

d need to be informed of circumstances of which
they are unaware.

2 Your evidence must include examples of
dealings with customers that are:

EVS\RSOZW\UeWbVQcab][S`a]\bVS^V]\S
g]c\SSRb]PS^`S^O`SRT]`O\gbVW\U
EVSbVS`RSOZW\UeWbVW\Q][W\U]`]cbU]W\U
QOZZag]cQO\·bY\]eeVObb]Sf^SQbG]c
QO\·baSSbVSQcab][S`a·TOQWOZSf^`SaaW]\a
]`P]RgZO\UcOUSA]bOYS\]bSaZWabS\O\R
Q]\¾`[/P]dSOZZabOgQOZ[SdS\eVS\
c\RS`^`Saac`S
3 You must provide evidence of dealing with
customers by telephone:
a during routine delivery of customer service

a planned
b during a busy time in your job
b unplanned.
c during a quiet time in your job

d when people, systems or resources have
let you down.

4 You must provide evidence that you
have taken messages that are passed
on to colleagues:
a verbally

b in a form that maintains a permanent record.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.

EVObbVSgaOg

/Qcab][S`WabVS[]abW[^]`bO\bdWaWb]`
]\]c`^`S[WaSa6SWa\]bRS^S\RS\b]\
caESO`SRS^S\RS\b]\VW[6SWa\]bO\
W\bS``c^bW]\W\]c`e]`Y²VSWabVS^c`^]aS
]TWb6SWa\]bO\]cbaWRS`W\]c`PcaW\Saa
6SWa^O`b]TWbESO`S\]bR]W\UVW[
OTOd]c`PgaS`dW\UVW[6SWaR]W\UcaO
TOd]c`PgUWdW\UcaO\]^^]`bc\Wbgb]R]a]
;OVOb[O5O\RVW7\RWO\a^W`WbcOZZSORS`
O\ROQbWdWab

210.1

To use communication systems
effectively, you must:

210.1.1 operate telecommunication equipment
efﬁciently and effectively

210.1.2 speak clearly and slowly, and adapt your
speech to meet the individual needs of your
customer

210.1.3 listen carefully when collecting information
from your customer

210.1.4 select the information you need to record
and store following your organisation’s
guidelines

210.1.5 update your customer records during or
after the call to reﬂect the key points of
the conversation.

210.2

To establish rapport with customers
who are calling, you must:

210.2.1 greet your customer following your
organisation’s guidelines

210.2.2 listen closely to your customer to identify
their precise reason for calling and what
outcome they are seeking from the call

WaT]`ZWabS\W\U
:WabS\W\UWa[]`SbVO\VSO`W\U7\]`RS`
b]ZWabS\STTSQbWdSZgg]c\SSRb]VSO`
c\RS`abO\RO\RQVSQY:WabS\W\UWaOP]cb
T]QcaW\U]\bVSQcab][S`UWdW\UbVS[
g]c`TcZZObbS\bW]\O\RZSbbW\UbVS[¾\WaV
PST]`Sg]c`Sa^]\R2]\·bQ]\QS\b`ObS]\
bVSO\aeS`g]caV]cZRUWdSPST]`SbVSg·dS
¾\WaVSRG]cQ]cZR[WaaOYSg^]W\b
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following organisational guidelines

210.2.4 use effective and assertive questions to
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210.3

To deal effectively with customer
questions and requests, you must:

210.3.1 identify all the options you have for
responding to your customer and weigh
up the beneﬁts and drawbacks of each

210.3.2 choose the option that is most likely to
lead to customer satisfaction within the
service offer

210.3.3 give clear and concise information
to customers in response to questions
or requests

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
4W\RW\U]cbV]ebVSbSZS^V]\SagabS[
e]`YaWaQ`cQWOZ6]eR]g]cb`O\aTS`QOZZa
]`^cb^S]^ZS]\V]ZR-BSZS^V]\SQOZZaQO\
PSab`SaaTcZeWbV]cbVOdW\Ub]¾\R]cbV]e
b]caSbVSS_cW^[S\b/Za]R]\·bPSOT`OWRb]
OaY^S]^ZSb]`S^SObeVObbVSgaOWR²bVSg·R
`ObVS`g]cU]bWb`WUVb

210.3.4 use questions and answers to control the
length of the conversation

210.3.5 keep your customer regularly informed
about your actions when accessing
information to provide responses or if they
are going to be on hold for a period of time

210.3.6 put your customer on hold and ensure you
cannot be heard if you are discussing action
with others or calling a colleague

210.3.7 summarise the outcome of the call and any
actions that you or your customer will take
as a result

210.3.8 check before the call is ﬁnished that your
customer is content that all their questions
or requests have been dealt with

210.3.9 complete any follow-up actions agreed
during the call

210.3.10 take a clear message for a colleague if you
are unable to deal with some aspect of your
customer’s questions or requests

210.3.11 ensure that promises to call back are kept.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
210.4

To know how to deal with incoming
telephone calls from customers, you
must be able to:

210.4.1 describe your organisation’s guidelines
and procedures for the use of
telecommunication equipment

210.4.2 explain how to operate the organisation’s
telecommunication equipment

7\bVSY\]e
5SbbW\UbVSQ]``SQb[SaaOUSOQ`]aaPg
bSZS^V]\SQO\PS[]`SRWT¾QcZbbVO\TOQSb]
TOQS1cab][S`a[Og\]bPSOPZSb]aSSg]c
PcbbVSgQO\bSZZPgbVSb]\S]Tg]c`d]WQS
WTg]cO`SW\bS`SabSRA[WZSeVS\]\bVS
^V]\SOabVWa`SOZZgeWZZ[OYSORWTTS`S\QS
b]V]eT`WS\RZgO\RS\UOUSRg]ca]c\R

210.4.3 explain the importance of speaking
clearly and slowly when dealing with
customers by telephone

210.4.4 describe the effects of smiling and other
facial expressions that can be detected by
somebody listening to you on the telephone

210.4.5 explain the importance of adapting
your speech to meet the needs of
customers who may ﬁnd your language
or accent difﬁcult to understand

210.4.6 identify what information is important
to note during or after telephone
conversations with customers

210.4.7 describe your organisation’s guidelines and
procedures for what should be said during
telephone conversations with customers

210.4.8 explain the importance of keeping your
customer informed if they are on hold
during a call

210.4.9 explain the importance of not talking
across an open line

210.4.10 list details that should be included if taking
a message for a colleague

210.4.11 describe your organisation’s guidelines and
procedures for taking action to follow up
calls made to customers

210.4.12 describe your organisation’s guidelines for
handling abusive calls.
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C\WbaWU\]TT
The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.
I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

WaT]`^`][WaSa
7bWaW[^]`bO\bbVObeVS\g]c^`][WaSb]
QOZZOQcab][S`POQYg]cR]a]EVS\O
^`][WaSWa[ORSb]QOZZOQcab][S`POQYOb
O\OU`SSRbW[SbVSQcab][S`WaZWYSZgb]
eOWbObbVS^`][WaSRbW[ST]`bVSQOZZO\RPS
RWaO^^]W\bSRSdS\O\U`gWTbVSQOZZWa\]b
[ORS7Tg]c[OYSO^`][WaSb]QOZZR]a]²
SdS\WTWbWab]ZSbbVSQcab][S`Y\]eg]cabWZZ
VOdS\·bU]bO\O\aeS`T]`bVS[

EVObbVSgaOg

ESaSS]c`Qcab][S`aOaW\dWbSRUcSabab]O
^O`bgO\ReSO`SbVSV]aba7b·a]c`X]PSdS`g
ROgb][OYSSdS`gW[^]`bO\bOa^SQb]TbVS
Qcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSOZWbbZSPWbPSbbS`
8STT0Sh]aT]c\RS`]T/[Oh]\Q][
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This unit is all about being consistent
in the standards of service you deliver.
The unit sits within the customer
service theme of Delivery. This theme
covers the organisational behaviours and
processes that affect how your customers
experience service delivery.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/E/@36=CA3E=@93@
Working in a warehouse involves handling
the safe and secure receipt, storage,
retrieval and timely despatch of goods
– the latter being crucial for the customer.
The customer will want the goods when
promised, so accurate record keeping is
necessary and, increasingly, to improve
efﬁciency, computerised administration
and automated storage and retrieval
systems are used.
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This unit is all about how you deliver consistent and
reliable service to customers.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

As well as being good with people, you need to work with
your organisation’s service systems to meet and, wherever
possible, exceed customer expectations.

212.1 can prepare to deal with
customers

In your job there will be many examples of how you
combine your approach and behaviour with your
organisation’s systems. You need to prepare for each
transaction with a customer, deal with different types of
customers in different circumstances and check that what
you have done has met customer expectations.
To meet this standard you have to deliver excellent
customer service over and over again.
/<3F/;>:3
You work in a busy organisation and have a number of
customers you are responsible for. They expect a reliable
service from you with promises kept, information given
to be accurate and updates on what is happening should
there be any delays or problems. Your customers expect
you to be in control.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

212.2 can give consistent service
to customers
212.3 can check customer
service delivery
212.4 know how to deliver reliable
customer service.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
prepare service
keep promises
inform customers
check delivery (e.g. make
sure the customer is satisﬁed
by the service you’ve given)
improve service
share information

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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/aaSaaSRSdWRS\QS
WaT]`Q]\aWabS\Qg
=`UO\WaObW]\ab`gb]RSZWdS`bVSaO[SZSdSZ
]TQcab][S`aS`dWQSbW[SOTbS`bW[Sa]bVOb
bVSaS`dWQSQcab][S`a`SQSWdS[ObQVSaeVOb
bVSgSf^SQb7TQcab][S`aVOdS`SQSWdSR
U]]RaS`dWQSW\bVS^OabbVOb·aeVObbVSg
Sf^SQbb]`SQSWdS7TQcab][S`aVOdS`SQSWdSR
^]]`aS`dWQS^`SdW]caZgbVObc\T]`bc\ObSZg
[OgPSeVObbVSgSf^SQba]g]c\SSRb]R]
g]c`PSabb]SfQSSRSf^SQbObW]\a

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 You must provide evidence that you have
worked with different customers who have
different needs and expectations.

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence that you deliver
excellent customer service:
a during routine delivery of customer service

b during a busy time in your job

c during a quiet time in your job

d when people, systems or resources have
let you down.

WaT]``SZWOPWZWbg
BVS`SO`SbW[SaeVS\Qcab][S`aO`S[]`S
Q]\QS`\SROP]cb`SZWOPWZWbgbVO\OP]cb
a^SQWOZTSObc`Sa7Ta][S]\SWab]ZRbVSg
eWZZ`SQSWdSO^`]RcQbPgOQS`bOW\ROgbVSg
eO\bWbbVS\²\]bZObS`BVSg\SSRb]VOdS
Q]\¾RS\QSWbeWZZO``WdS]`bVSgeWZZPSYS^b
c^b]RObSWTWbQO\·bO``WdS]\bW[S

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
7\O\gQcab][S`aS`dWQS`]ZSg]ceWZZRSOZ
eWbVRWTTS`S\bQcab][S`a(bV]aSeV]O`S
W\bS`\OZb]g]c`]`UO\WaObW]\]`bV]aSeV]
O`SSfbS`\OZ²]`P]bV1cab][S`aVOdS
RWTTS`S\b\SSRaO\RSf^SQbObW]\aG]c\SSR
b]`SQ]U\WaSbVSaSO\RQVSQYeWbVQcab][S`a
bVObbVSgO`SPSW\U[Sb1cab][S`TSSRPOQY
aV]cZR\SdS`PSWU\]`SR
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EVObg]c[cabR]
Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
212.1

To prepare to deal with customers,
you must:

212.1.1 keep your knowledge of your organisation’s
services or products up to date

212.1.2 ensure that the area you work in is tidy,
safe and organised efﬁciently

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
0S]`UO\WaSR^`S^O`SRO\RW\T]`[SROb
OZZbW[SaG]c\SSRb]YSS^g]c`^`][WaSa
a]R]\·b[OYS^`][WaSag]cQO\·bYSS^7T
QW`Qc[abO\QSaQVO\USPSV]\SabO\RbSZZ
g]c`Qcab][S`²bVSg·R`ObVS`Y\]ebVO\
\]b:WabS\b]g]c`Qcab][S`·aQ][[S\ba
²bVSW`TSSRPOQYaV]cZRPS\]bSRO\RcaSR

212.1.3 prepare and arrange everything you need
to deal with your customers before your
shift or period of work commences.

212.2

To give consistent service
to customers, you must:

212.2.1 make realistic customer service promises
to customers

212.2.2 ensure that your promises balance
the needs of your customer and
your organisation

EVObbVSgaOg

7bWa\]bbVSS[^Z]gS`eV]^OgabVSeOUSa
3[^Z]gS`a]\ZgVO\RZSbVS[]\Sg7bWa
bVSQcab][S`eV]^OgabVSeOUSa
6S\`g4]`R^W]\SS`]TbVSOaaS[PZgZW\S
^`]RcQbW]\[SbV]R

212.2.3 keep your promises to customers

212.2.4 inform your customers if you
cannot keep your promises due
to unforeseen circumstances

212.2.5 recognise when your customers’ needs or
expectations have changed and adapt your
service to meet the new requirements

212.2.6 keep your customers informed if delivery of
the service needs to involve passing them
on to another person or organisation.

212.3

To check customer
service delivery, you must:

212.3.1 check that the service you have given meets
your customers’ needs and expectations

212.3.2 identify when you could have given better
service to customers and how your service
could have been improved

212.3.3 share information with colleagues and
service partners to maintain and improve
your standards of service delivery.
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C\WbaWU\]TT
The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

7\bVSY\]e
7\RSZWdS`W\UQcab][S`aS`dWQSg]c
\SSRb]Y\]eeVObg]cQO\O\RQO\·bR]
G]c`]`UO\WaObW]\eWZZVOdS^`]QSRc`Sa
T]`SdS`gbVW\U²T`][bVSZSdSZ]TQcab][S`
aS`dWQSWbSf^SQbag]cb]RSZWdS`b]g]c`
`Sa^]\aWPWZWbWSaW\`SZObW]\b]VSOZbV
O\RaOTSbg

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.

EVObg]c[cabY\]e

Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
212.4

To know how to deliver reliable
customer service, you must be able to:

212.4.1 describe your organisation’s services
or products

212.4.2 explain your organisation’s procedures and
systems for delivering customer service

212.4.3 describe methods or systems for measuring
an organisation’s effectiveness in delivering
customer service

212.4.4 explain your organisation’s procedures and
systems for checking service delivery

212.4.5 explain your organisation’s requirements
for health and safety in your area of work.
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This unit is all about how to respond to
a diverse range of people in ways that
avoid the possibility of discrimination.
The unit sits within the customer
service theme of Delivery. This theme
covers the organisational behaviours
and processes that affect how your
customers experience service delivery.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/<C@A3@G<C@A3
Nursery nurses work with babies
and young children. They plan and
supervise activities such as developing
language skills and introduce basic tasks
such as dressing. They also observe
children and write reports on their
progress. The children can come from
very different backgrounds or have
physical or learning difﬁculties. They will
be a diverse group but all should be given
the same respect and consideration.
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3ZS[S\baW\bVWac\Wb

Many customer service situations involve dealing with
diverse groups of people inclusively and with respect.
Responses to diversity can lead to discrimination that
might or might not be deliberate.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

Discrimination can result from simply not knowing the
beliefs and preferences of different groups or may result
from assumptions that are drawn from stereotypes rather
than from solid evidence obtained from your customer.
This unit is all about how you establish your customer’s
expectations and needs in a way that takes full account
of them as an individual. The unit also covers the way you
provide customer service to diverse groups of customers
each of which has common likes and dislikes.
/<3F/;>:3
You work in a leisure centre and notice a woman who you
assume has come to collect her grandchildren. You think
about it for a moment and realise you may have made an
assumption. You ask her how you may help her, and it
turns out she wants to join the gym to improve her ﬁtness.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

214.1 can respect customers as
individuals and promote
equality in customer service
214.2 can adapt customer service to
recognise the different needs
and expectations of diverse
groups of customers
214.3 understand how to recognise
diversity when delivering
customer service.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
verbal clues
non-verbal clues
stereotyping
impression formation
(e.g. don’t judge by ﬁrst impressions)
inclusive (don’t exclude people,
everyone should be treated fairly)
show respect
vary approach

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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/aaSaaSRSdWRS\QS
WaT]`abS`S]bg^Sa
A][SbW[Sa]c`¾`abW[^`SaaW]\a]T^S]^ZS
O`S\]bOQQc`ObSB`g\]bb]XcRUS
^S]^ZSeWbV]cbY\]eW\UbVS[OabVWa
[OgZSORb]^`SXcRWQS]\bVSPOaWa]TOUS
aSfa]QWOZQZOaa]`^VgaWQOZO^^SO`O\QS
B`SObSdS`g^S`a]\OaO\W\RWdWRcOZO\R
USbb]Y\]ebVSW`^S`a]\OZWbgPST]`S
[OYW\UOaac[^bW]\aOP]cbbVS[

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary,
and when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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c national origin

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.

d sexual orientation

1 Your evidence must show that you have
developed your approach to diversity
taking account of:

e values

a relevant legislation
f

ethnic culture

b sector or industry codes of practice
g education
c the policies and procedures of your
own organisation.

2 You must provide evidence that you
have recognised diversity when delivering
customer service to people from different
groups in relation to four of the following
sources of diversity:

h lifestyle

i

beliefs

j

physical appearance

a age
k social class
b disability
l

economic status.

3 You must provide examples of situations
when you have adapted your behaviour to:
a deliberately adopt different approaches to
different groups of customers

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
G]ceWZZRSOZeWbVOeWRSdO`WSbg]T^S]^ZS
7\RSZWdS`W\UQcab][S`aS`dWQSg]c\SSRb]
PSOeO`SbVObg]c`]`UO\WaObW]\[OgVOdS
^]ZWQWSaO\R^`]QSRc`SaW\^ZOQSbVOb`S¿SQb
ZSUWaZObW]\`SZObW\Ub]RWdS`aWbg7bWadS`g
W[^]`bO\bbVObg]c]PaS`dSbVSaS
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
214.1

To respect customers as individuals
and promote equality in customer
service, you must:

214.1.1 observe verbal and non-verbal clues that
provide information about your customer’s
expectations and needs

214.1.2 identify and avoid features of stereotypes
that might be applied to your customer that
could carry the risk of causing offence

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
7bWaW[^]`bO\bbVObg]cR]\·b[OYS
Oaac[^bW]\aOP]cbg]c`Qcab][S`a
Oag]cQ]cZRSOaWZgQOcaS]TTS\QS
AV]e`Sa^SQbT]`bVS[\][ObbS`V]e
bVSgO`SPSVOdW\UO\ROZeOgabVW\Y
OP]cbbVSeOgg]cVOdSRSOZbeWbVSOQV
Qcab][S`1]\aWRS`eVSbVS`g]cQ]cZR
VOdSRSOZbeWbVbVS[PSbbS`

214.1.3 identify aspects of your customer’s
appearance or communication that risk
leading you to treat the customer differently

214.1.4 consider aspects of your customer’s
appearance or communication in the light
of your own beliefs about various groups of
people that include your customer

214.1.5 question your customers to ensure that
the impressions you are forming about
their expectations and wishes are based
on sound evidence

214.1.6 adjust your interpretation of the customer’s
expectations and wishes as a result of
further evidence you have collected by
talking to your customer.

214.2

To adapt customer service
to recognise the different needs
and expectations of diverse
groups of customers, you must:

214.2.1 follow organisational procedures and
guidelines that seek to make customer
service inclusive for diverse groups
of customers

214.2.2 show respect for your customer’s
individual beliefs, expectations and
needs that may result from their
membership of a particular group

214.2.3 vary your approach to your customer to
take account of beliefs, expectations and
needs that result from membership of a
particular group

214.2.4 work with colleagues to identify consistent
approaches that team members should
adopt when dealing with a particular group.
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C\WbaWU\]TT

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

214.3

To understand how to recognise
diversity when delivering customer
service, you must be able to:

214.3.1 explain the importance of recognising diversity
in relation to age, disability, national origin,
religion, sexual orientation, values, ethnic
culture, education, lifestyle, beliefs, physical
appearance, social class and economic status

214.3.2 explain why consideration of diversity and
inclusion issues affects customer service

214.3.3 describe organisational guidelines to make
customer service inclusive for diverse
groups of customers

214.3.4 explain how to observe and interpret
non-verbal clues

214.3.5 describe how to listen actively for clues about
your customer’s expectations and needs

214.3.6 identify techniques for obtaining additional
information from customers through tactful
and respectful questions

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result of my
own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

214.3.7 describe behaviour that might cause offence
to speciﬁc groups of people to whom you
regularly provide customer service

214.3.8 explain how to impress speciﬁc groups
of people to whom you regularly provide
customer service.
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@31=5<7A3
/<223/:
E7B61CAB=;3@
?C3@73A
@3?C3ABA
/<2>@=0:3;A
This unit is all about responding to
customer queries, requests and
problems. The unit sits within the
customer service theme of Handling
Problems. This theme covers the
behaviours, processes and approaches
that are most effective when handling
customer service problems.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/83E3::3@G23A75<3@
No matter who the customer is, the
jewellery designer will work with
them, listening carefully and conﬁrming
their requirements. A designer should
also be able to recognise when a product
has not met expectations.
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No matter how good you are at providing consistent and
reliable customer service, some of your customers will, from
time to time, expect more. They can signal this in various
ways and when they do you must know how to handle it.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

Sometimes customers ask different questions and request
special treatment. You may be able to help them yourself and
you certainly need to know who to ask for help if necessary.
Some customers may be dissatisﬁed with the service and may
present a problem. You must recognise that there is a problem
and make sure that the appropriate person deals with it.
/<3F/;>:3
While covering the hotel reception a guest telephones to
say their breakfast, ordered 30 minutes ago, has still not
arrived. To ensure customer satisfaction you agree to talk
with the kitchen and conﬁrm that a breakfast will be sent up
to their room immediately. You phone the kitchen and carry
out a follow-up call to ensure the breakfast has arrived.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space…

105.1 can recognise and deal with
customer queries and requests
105.2 can recognise and deal with
customer problems
105.3 know how to recognise and
deal with customer queries,
requests and problems.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
recognise problems
obtain help
pass on a problem
limits of authority
check understanding (check the
customer understands what is being
done for them)

…now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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G]caV]cZR\]bS

/aaSaaSRSdWRS\QS

1 Wherever possible, your evidence should be
based on a real job, whether paid or voluntary,
and when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence based on a realistic working
environment or a work placement is permissible.
Simulation is also allowed for evidence within this
unit but ideally this should be based on either
previous or existing experience from a work
placement, a realistic working environment
or real work. (Guidelines for a realistic working
environment can be found in the Assessment
Strategy for Customer Service S/NVQs at Levels
1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.

WaT]`^`]PZS[
/^`]PZS[]QQc`aeVS\Qcab][S`aS`dWQS
R]Sa\]b[SSbQcab][S`Sf^SQbObW]\a
A^]bbW\UQcab][S`aS`dWQS^`]PZS[aSO`Zg
O\Re]`YW\Ub]a]ZdSbVS[WaZWYSZgb]
W[^`SaaQcab][S`aO\R`Sab]`SaObWaTOQbW]\
4OWZW\Ub]RSOZeWbVO^`]PZS[SO`ZgQO\
`SacZbW\WbPSQ][W\UOQ][^ZOW\b

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 Your evidence must include examples
of problems which are:
a brought to your attention by customers

b identiﬁed ﬁrst by you and/or by your colleagues.

2 The problems included in your evidence
must include examples of:
a a difference between customer expectations
and what is offered by your organisation

b a problem resulting from a system or
procedure failure.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR«
>`]PZS[aO`WaST]`[O\g`SOa]\a=\QS
O^`]PZS[]QQc`aWb·abVSeOgg]cRSOZeWbV
WbbVOb·aW[^]`bO\b4W\R]cbeVgWb]QQc``SR
O\RbVS\Q]\aWRS`bVSdO`W]caeOgaWbQ]cZR
PSRSOZbeWbV/\ga]ZcbW]\\SSRab]aObWaTg
bVSQcab][S`O\RbVS]`UO\WaObW]\

EVObbVSgaOg«

BVS[OUWQT]`[cZObVObacQQSaaTcZ
PcaW\SaaSaVOdSRWaQ]dS`SRWab]b`SOb
Qcab][S`aZWYSUcSabaO\RS[^Z]gSSa
ZWYS^S]^ZS
BV][Oa8>SbS`aOcbV]`O\RQ]\acZbO\b
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
105.1

To recognise and deal with customer
queries and requests, you must:

105.1.1 deal with queries and requests
from customers in a positive
and professional way

105.1.2 seek information or help from a colleague
if you cannot answer your customer’s
query or request

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
EVS\OQcab][S`VOaO`S_cSab]`eO\ba
W\T]`[ObW]\bVSgSf^SQbOY\]eZSRUSOPZS
`Sa^]\aS6]eSdS`a][SbW[SabVSg
VOdSO^`]PZS[bVObg]c[Og\]bPSOPZS
b]RSOZeWbV7b·aW[^]`bO\bb]Y\]eeV]
b]O^^`]OQVT]`VSZ^O\ReVS\`ObVS`bVO\
b`gW\Ub]RSOZeWbVO^`]PZS[bVObg]cVOdS
\SdS`RSOZbeWbVPST]`S]`R]\·bVOdSbVS
OcbV]`WbgeWbVW\g]c``]ZSb]`Sa]ZdS

105.1.3 obtain help from a colleague if you are not
able to deal with your customer’s request

105.1.4 always tell your customer
what is happening.

105.2

To recognise and deal with
customer problems, you must:

105.2.1 recognise when something is a problem
from the customer’s point of view

105.2.2 avoid saying or doing anything which
may make the problem worse

105.2.3 deal with a difﬁcult customer
calmly and conﬁdently

105.2.4 recognise when to pass a problem
on to an appropriate colleague

105.2.5 pass the problem on to your colleague
with the appropriate information

105.2.6 check that the customer
knows what is happening.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

105.3

To know how to recognise and deal
with customer queries, requests and
problems, you must be able to:

105.3.1 list who in the organisation is able to give
help and information

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

105.3.2 state the limits of what you are allowed to do

105.3.3 identify what professional behaviour is

105.3.4 describe how to speak to people who
are dissatisﬁed

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

105.3.5 describe how to deal with difﬁcult people

105.3.6 state what customers normally expect

105.3.7 identify how to recognise a problem from
what a customer says or does

105.3.8 describe what kinds of behaviours/actions
would make situations worse

105.3.9 list the organisational procedures you
must follow when you deal with problems
or complaints

105.3.10 identify the types of behaviour that may
make a problem worse.
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This unit is all about being the ﬁrst port
of call for customer service problems.
The unit sits within the customer service
theme of Handling Problems. This theme
covers the behaviours, processes and
approaches that are most effective when
handling customer service problems.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/1CAB=;3@A3@D713/2D7A=@
Customers will always present a customer
service advisor with their problems. The
advisor will be expected to listen to the
problem, gather the details and pass the
problem to the relevant person should
they be unable to resolve it.
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However good the customer service you offer is, some
problems will occur. You may not have the authority or
experience to deal with the customer’s problem so it is
important to collect information on it to pass to those
who will deal with it. You will need to be able to identify
that there is a problem, discover detailed information
about it and pass on the information so that the
problem can be tackled.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

Essentially, this unit is about how to collect information
about a customer service problem, pass it to the right
people in the organisation and keep the customer
informed about what is being done.
/<3F/;>:3
A customer approaches you about the fact that the
ﬂooring he has had delivered is not what he ordered. You
take details, noting the order number and the reference
codes of the ﬂooring concerned and explain that you would
prefer to get the ﬂooring expert to discuss this to ensure the
customer gets the right information and advice. You contact
the ﬂooring expert and pass the information on keeping
the customer informed.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space…

106.1 can respond to customers who
raise a problem
106.2 can gather details from
customers who raise a problem
106.3 can pass details of problems
raised by customers to the
colleague who can deal
with them
106.4 know how to take details of
customer service problems.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
respond calmly
take details
clarify
customer’s expectations
conﬁrm
resolve the problem
pass on the details

…now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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1 Wherever possible, your evidence should be
based on a real job, whether paid or voluntary,
and when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence based on a realistic working
environment or a work placement is permissible.
Simulation is also allowed for evidence within this
unit but ideally this should be based on either
previous or existing experience from a work
placement, a realistic working environment or
real work. (Guidelines for the assessment of
simulated activities and a realistic working
environment can be found in the Assessment
Strategy for Customer Service S/NVQs at
Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 You may include evidence that you have passed
details to a colleague able to deal with the
problem either verbally or in writing.

WaT]`ObbWbcRS
G]c`ObbWbcRSQO\PSbVSRWTTS`S\QS
PSbeSS\OU]]RQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSO\RO
POR]\S1cab][S`aSf^SQbb]aSSO^]aWbWdS
[]bWdObSRO\R^`]TSaaW]\OZ^S`a]\7Tg]c
VOdSO\SUObWdSObbWbcRSbVSgO`SZWYSZgb]
VOdSbVSW[^`SaaW]\bVObg]cO`S\]b
W\bS`SabSRO\RO\gW\bS`SabbVSg[OgVOdS
W\g]c`^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSaeWZZPSZ]ab
3_cOZZgg]c`Qcab][S`[OgO``WdSeWbVO
\SUObWdSObbWbcRSO\RWbWag]c`X]Pb]bc`\
bVObb]O^]aWbWdS]\S²\]b[W``]`Wb
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You need to include evidence of taking
details of customer service problems from
customers who are:
a easy to deal with

b difﬁcult to deal with.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR«
7\O\gQcab][S`aS`dWQS`]ZSWbWaW[^]`bO\b
b]aVO`SW\T]`[ObW]\G]c\SSRb]YSS^
^S]^ZSW\T]`[SR²ZSbbVSQcab][S`Y\]e
eVObWaVO^^S\W\UeVWZSYSS^W\UbV]aSW\
bVS]`UO\WaObW]\OeO`S]TV]ebVS
Qcab][S`TSSZa

7\bVSY\]e
BVSaS`dWQS]TTS`WaQ][[c\WQObSRb]
Qcab][S`abV`]cUVT]`SfO[^ZSabOTT
ORdS`bWaW\UO\R^cPZWQ`SZObW]\a9\]eW\U
eVObbVSaS`dWQS]TTS`Q]dS`aWadWbOZBVS
e]`Rag]ccaSO\ReVObg]cR]\SSRb]
[W``]`bVSaS`dWQS]TTS`

WaT]`]`UO\WaObW]\OZab`cQbc`S
/\]`UO\WaObW]\QO\PSab`cQbc`SR
W\[O\geOgaBVS`S[OgPS[O\g
RS^O`b[S\ba]`Tc\QbW]\aR]W\U[O\g
RWTTS`S\bbVW\Ua6]eSdS`bVSgeWZZOZZ
PSab`cQbc`SRW\acQVOeOgbVObbVSgQO\
e]`Yb]USbVS`b]OQ][[]\U]OZ7bWa
W[^]`bO\bb]c\RS`abO\RbVSab`cQbc`S]T
g]c`]`UO\WaObW]\a]bVObg]cQO\`STS`
Qcab][S`ab]bVSO^^`]^`WObS^S`a]\
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
106.1

To respond to customers who raise a
problem, you must:

106.1.1 recognise when your customer is raising
a problem

106.1.2 respond to your customer calmly and
helpfully

106.1.3 take details that will identify your customer.

106.2

To gather details from customers who
raise a problem, you must:

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
:WabS\O\RZSO`\:WabS\QO`STcZZgb]eVOb
g]c`Qcab][S`WaaOgW\U7bWa\]bS\]cUVb]
VSO`²g]c[cabZWabS\O\RZSO`\

106.2.1 ask your customer questions to clarify
what has or has not happened to cause
a problem
106.3
106.2.2 check your understanding of what your
customer sees as the problem

106.2.3 ask your customer questions to clarify the
customer’s expectations about the service
or product that is now causing a problem

To pass details of problems raised by
customers to the colleague who can
deal with them, you must:

106.3.1 collect details of any reference codes or
identiﬁers which your organisation uses to
identify the customer transaction that is
now causing a problem

106.2.4 note the details of what your customer tells
you about the problem

106.3.2 gather any other details that are relevant
to resolving the problem from colleagues,
customer service records or product
speciﬁcations

106.2.5 conﬁrm with your customer details of
what the customer has told you about
the problem.

106.3.3 tell your customer what you will do
with the details of the problem so that
action is taken

106.3.4 tell your customer what to expect without
making customer service promises that
may not be met

106.3.5 pass the details to a colleague who is able
to deal with the problem.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

106.4

To know how to take details of
customer service problems, you must
be able to:

106.4.1 identify customer expectations of the
organisation’s services or products that
may cause problems if they are not met

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

106.4.2 describe how to respond to customers who
raise problems in a way that the customers
will ﬁnd calm and helpful
I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
106.4.3 name reference codes or identiﬁers your
organisation uses to identify customers

106.4.4 identify questions that can be used to
gather information that will be most helpful
in resolving a problem

Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

106.4.5 state details your organisation needs to
resolve a problem

106.4.6 describe details your organisation uses to
identify speciﬁc customer transactions

106.4.7 name the appropriate colleagues to whom
details of problems should be passed

106.4.8 identify your organisation’s preferences for
the way in which details of problems should
be passed on.
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This unit is all about dealing with any
customer problems as they arise. The
unit sits within the customer service
theme of Handling Problems. This theme
covers the behaviours, processes and
approaches that are most effective when
handling customer service problems.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/>=:713=44713@
The police deal with the public every
day and are faced with many problems.
Although no two days are likely to be
the same, there are some problems that
they face repeatedly. In looking for
solutions, they are required to weigh
up the options. Keeping the people
concerned up to date on how the problem
is being solved, whether good news or
otherwise, is vital.
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Even if the service you give is excellent, some customers
will experience problems. Part of your job is to help to
resolve those problems. A problem is anything that means
customer expectations are not met. This may be because
your customer’s expectations involve more than you can
offer or because service procedures haven’t been followed.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

As soon as you are aware of a problem, you need to
consider the options and then choose a way to put it right.
This unit is particularly important because many customers
judge how good the customer service of your organisation
is by the way problems are handled.
/<3F/;>:3
A customer phones about damaged goods they have
received, explaining that they phoned about this earlier but
noone has returned the call. You note the goods sent and
realise you have had previous calls from customers on this.
You feel this must be a packaging problem and, after dealing
with the customer, resolve to let the warehouse know.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

219.1 can spot customer service
problems
219.2 can pick the best solution
to resolve customer
service problems
219.3 can take action to resolve
customer service problems
219.4 know how to resolve customer
service problems.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
listening
recognise repeated problems
share feedback
choose among options (e.g. when
faced with a customer problem there
may be a number of possible solutions)
work with others
resolve problems
check progress
give explanations

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.

WaT]`\SU]bWObW]\
<SU]bWObW]\QO\PSbVSRWaQcaaW]\]TbS`[a
O\RQ]\RWbW]\ab]`SOQVO\OU`SS[S\b]`
aSbOQ]\b`OQb<SU]bWObW]\QO\OZa]PS
OP]cbPO`UOW\W\U6]eSdS`WbQO\OZa]PS
caSRb]`Sa]ZdSRWa^cbSaeWbVRWaQcaaW]\
bOYW\U^ZOQSPST]`SORSQWaW]\Wa`SOQVSR

EVObbVSgaOg«

BVSU]ZRS\`cZST]`SdS`gPcaW\Saa[O\Wa
bVWa(¶>cbg]c`aSZTW\g]c`Qcab][S`·a^ZOQS·
=`Wa]\AeSbb;O`RS\e`WbS`
Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 Your evidence must include examples
of resolving problems involving each of
the following:
a a problem ﬁrst identiﬁed by customers

b a problem identiﬁed within the organisation
before it has affected your customer

c a problem caused by differences between
your customer’s expectations and
what your organisation can offer

d a problem caused by a system
or procedure failure

WaT]`Vc[O\S``]`
e a problem caused by a lack of resources
or human error.

2 Your evidence must prove that you:
a supplied relevant information when customers
have requested it

ESQO\OZZ[OYS[WabOYSaA][SbW[Sa
bV]cUVbV]aS[WabOYSaQO\QOcaS^`]PZS[a
bVObQ]ZZSOUcSaVOdSb]RSOZeWbV1O`S
O\RObbS\bW]\b]RSbOWZO`SW[^]`bO\bW\
Qcab][S`aS`dWQSA]bVW\YPST]`Sg]c
OQbO\R`S[S[PS`b]R]eVObg]caOWR
g]ce]cZRR]

b supplied relevant information when customers
have not requested it

c have used agreed organisational procedures
when solving problems

5SbWbQ]dS`SR

d have made exceptions to usual practice with
the agreement of others.

>`]PZS[aQO\PSQOcaSRPgg]c]`g]c`
Q]ZZSOUcSabVS]`UO\WaObW]\OZ^`]QSRc`Sa
bSQV\WQOZ`SOa]\a]`PSQOcaSQcab][S`a
XcabSf^SQb[]`SbVO\g]cQO\UWdS2]\·b
eOWb]\O^`]PZS[PSW\U`OWaSR7Tg]caSSO
^]aaWPZS^`]PZS[O`WaW\UZ]]YT]`Oa]ZcbW]\
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
219.1

To spot customer service problems,
you must:

219.1.1 listen carefully to customers about any
problems they have raised

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
/^`]PZS[O`WaSaT]`O`SOa]\4W\R]cbeVg
bVS`SWaO^`]PZS[Z]]YT]`bVS]^bW]\aO\R
caW\UbVSPSab]\S`Sa]ZdSWb

219.1.2 ask customers about the problem to
check your understanding

219.1.3 recognise repeated problems and alert
the appropriate authority

219.1.4 share customer feedback with others
to identify potential problems before
they happen

219.2.4 pick the best option for your customer
and your organisation

219.2.5 identify for your customer other ways
that problems may be resolved if you
are unable to help.

219.3
219.1.5 identify problems with systems
and procedures before they begin to
affect customers.

219.2

To pick the best solution to resolve
customer service problems, you must:

To take action to resolve customer
service problems, you must:

219.3.1 discuss and agree the options for solving
the problem with your customer

219.3.2 take action to implement the option
agreed with your customer

219.2.1 identify the options for resolving
a customer service problem

219.2.2 work with others to identify and
conﬁrm the options to resolve
a customer service problem

219.3.3 work with others and your customer
to make sure that any promises related
to solving the problem are kept

219.3.4 keep your customer fully informed about
what is happening to resolve the problem
219.2.3 work out the advantages and
disadvantages of each option for your
customer and your organisation

219.3.5 check with your customer to make
sure the problem has been resolved
to the customer’s satisfaction

219.3.6 give clear reasons to your customer
when the problem has not been resolved
to the customer’s satisfaction.
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

219.4

To know how to resolve customer
service problems, you must be able to:

219.4.1 describe organisational procedures
and systems for dealing with customer
service problems

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

219.4.2 explain how to defuse potentially stressful
situations

219.4.3 describe how to negotiate

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

219.4.4 identify the limitations of what you can
offer your customer

219.4.5 describe types of action that may make
a customer problem worse and should
be avoided.

7\bVSY\]e
2SOZW\UeWbVQcab][S`^`]PZS[aQO\PS
ab`SaaTcZT]`bVSQcab][S`O\RT]`g]c
G]c\SSRb]O^^`SQWObSbVObWb[OgaSS[O
[W\]`^`]PZS[b]g]cPcbb]g]c`Qcab][S`
WbQ]cZRPS[OX]`:SO`\b]bOZYb]g]c`
Qcab][S`aabOgQOZ[RWaQcaaOa]ZcbW]\
O\RY\]eeVObg]cQO\OU`SS
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1CAB=;3@
@3:/B7=<A67>A
This unit is all about how to ensure that
your customers can be conﬁdent that
dealing with you will be a positive
experience. The unit sits within the
customer service theme of Development
and Improvement. This theme covers
activities and approaches that play
a vital part in customer service
by seeking and implementing
improvements and developments.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713
;/BB3@AB=¬/E/7B3@
In a restaurant a waiter will greet the
customer and assist them to a table. They
will take the order, offering advice on
the menu, serve the food as it becomes
available and generally be responsible
for ensuring the continued satisfaction
of customers. Repeat customers are
important and the service a customer
receives will play a large part in this.
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When you deal with your customer regularly, you want to
make each encounter a good customer experience. The
impression you create and the way the service is delivered
affects this in the same way as when you deal with a
customer only once.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

However, a longer-term relationship with a repeat customer
also depends on building up your customer’s conﬁdence in
the service you offer. Loyalty and a long-term relationship
rely on your customer having a realistic view of your
organisation’s service and being comfortable with it.
Your customer will return if they feel conﬁdent that they will
receive excellent service because they have enjoyed good
customer experiences with you before.
/<3F/;>:3
A customer visits for a personal ﬁnancial review. They have
various accounts and loans with the bank. By spending time
with them to assess immediate, medium- or long-term needs
and look at ways in which the bank can offer more beneﬁcial
services, you show you are interested in retaining them as a
loyal customer and in their repeat business.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

221.1 can build your customer’s
conﬁdence that the service
you give will be excellent
221.2 can meet the expectations
of your customers
221.3 can develop the longterm relationship between
your customer and your
organisation
221.4 know how to develop
customer relationships.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
customer retention
customer conﬁdence
allocate time
reassure customers
balance expectations
work with others
advise others
added value

Evidence from this unit could
possibly be cross-referenced
to standards within other units,
...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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/aaSaaSRSdWRS\QS
WaT]`Z]gOZbg
1cab][S`Z]gOZbgQO\PSPcWZbc^WT
bVSQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QS]TO\]`UO\WaObW]\
VOaPSS\U]]R²Qcab][S`abVS\bS\Rb]
`Sbc`\1cab][S`Z]gOZbgWadOZcOPZSb]O\
]`UO\WaObW]\PSQOcaSWbWaUS\S`OZZgQVSO^S`
O\RSOaWS`b]R]`S^SObPcaW\SaaeWbVO\
SfWabW\UaObWa¾SRQcab][S`bVO\WbWab]
¾\RO\Se]\S

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 Your communication with customers may be face
to face, in writing, by telephone, text message,
email, internet (including social networking),
intranet or by any other method you would be
expected to use within your job role.

Assessment method key
O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
WT Witness Testimony PD Professional Discussion
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed.
1 You must provide evidence of taking actions
to meet the needs and expectations of your
customer and of your organisation:
a without being asked by your customer

b at your customer’s request.

2 You must include evidence that you have
balanced the needs of your customers and
your organisation by:

WaT]`]`UO\WaObW]\OZUcWRSZW\Sa
=`UO\WaObW]\OZUcWRSZW\Sa]`^`]QSRc`SaO`S
e`WbbS\b]OQVWSdSQ]\aWabS\QgO\RS\ac`S
SdS`g]\SQO``WSa]cbObOaYW\bVSaO[SeOg
BVWa[SO\aQcab][S`aY\]eeVObb]Sf^SQb
4]ZZ]ebVSUcWRSZW\SaPSQOcaSWTg]cR]\·b
g]cQ]cZRQOcaS^`]PZS[aT]`g]c`aSZTbVS
]`UO\WaObW]\O\RbVSQcab][S`

a making use of alternative products or services
offered by the organisation

b varying the service you would normally offer
within organisational guidelines

c saying ‘no’ to your customer and explaining the
limits of your organisation’s service offer.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
G]cQO\W[^`]dSbVSQcab][S`aS`dWQSg]c
]TTS`Pg[OYW\UQVO\USag]c`aSZT]`Oa^O`b
]TObSO[1VO\US\SSRab]PS[O\OUSRO\R
g]c\SSRb]PS^O`b]TbVS^`]QSaa²caW\U
bVSTSSRPOQYb]Q`SObSQVO\USVSZ^W\U
W[^ZS[S\bbVSQVO\USbVS\`SdWSeW\U
Qcab][S`a·]^W\W]\aO\ReVSbVS`bVS
QVO\USVOae]`YSR
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed.
221.1

To build your customer’s conﬁdence
that the service you give will be
excellent, you must:

221.1.1 show that you behave assertively and
professionally with customers

221.1.2 allocate the time you take to deal
with your customer following
organisational guidelines

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
1cab][S`a]TbS\UWdSg]c]^W\W]\a]\
bVSaS`dWQSbVSg`SQSWdS:WabS\b]eVOb
bVSgaOgO\RRSQWRSWTbVS`SWaO\gbVW\U
g]cQO\R]^S`a]\OZZgb]W[^`]dSbVS
aS`dWQSUWdS\]`WTbVS`SWaa][SbVW\U
g]cQO\acUUSabb]bVSbSO[

221.1.3 reassure your customer that you are doing
everything possible to keep the service
promises made by your organisation.

221.2

To meet the expectations
of your customers, you must:

221.2.1 recognise when there may be a conﬂict
between your customer’s expectations
and your organisation’s service offer

221.2.2 balance your customer’s expectations with
your organisation’s service offer by offering
an alternative or explaining the limits of
the service offer

221.2.3 work effectively with others to
resolve any difﬁculties in meeting
your customer’s expectations.

221.3

To develop the long-term relationship
between your customer and your
organisation, you must:

221.3.1 give additional help and information to
your customer in response to customer
questions and comments about your
organisation’s services or products

221.3.2 discuss expectations with your customer
and explain how these compare with your
organisation’s services or products

221.3.3 advise others of feedback received
from your customer

221.3.4 identify new ways of helping your
customers based on the feedback
they have given you

221.3.5 identify added value that your organisation
could offer to long-term customers.
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221.4.10 identify who to refer to when considering any
variation to your organisation’s service offer.

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.
221.4

To know how to develop customer
relationships, you must be able to:

221.4.1 describe your organisation’s services
or products

221.4.2 explain the importance of customer retention

221.4.3 explain how your own behaviour affects the
behaviour of the customer

C\WbaWU\]TT
The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.
I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

221.4.4 describe how to behave assertively and
professionally with customers

221.4.5 describe how to defuse potentially
stressful situations

221.4.6 identify the limitations of your
organisation’s customer service offer

221.4.7 compare how customer expectations
may change as the customer deals with
your organisation

221.4.8 identify the cost and resource implications
of an extension of the service offer to meet
or exceed customer expectations

221.4.9 explain the cost implications of bringing
in new customers as opposed to retaining
existing customers
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I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date
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This unit is all about how you can develop
your personal skills while delivering
improved customer service. The unit sits
within the customer service theme of
Development and Improvement. This
theme covers activities and approaches
that play a vital part in customer service
by seeking and implementing
improvements and developments.
E6G1CAB=;3@A3@D713;/BB3@A
B=¬/0793;316/<71
From ensuring that cyclists ﬁnd the right
model to communicating the essentials of
bicycle maintenance, bike mechanics offer
a service that can be tailored to suit the
exact needs of their customers. They also
need to have a good idea of the needs
and wants of any cyclist – child or adult,
amateur or professional.
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Delivering customer service presents many opportunities
for learning and for developing personal skills.

When you have completed this unit,
you will have proved that you:

This unit is all about how you can improve your customer
service performance at the same time as developing your
personal skills. Together with a manager or mentor, you will
need to plan and then carry out activities that help you learn
and develop in your customer service role.

223.1 can review performance in
your customer service role

Customer service improvements rely on continuous
improvement – this includes improving your own skills.
/<3F/;>:3
Your organisation has a system of obtaining feedback
from customers about the performance of its staff. You are
required to look at the feedback about your performance
and consider what you could do to improve or develop,
then discuss it with your manager at your appraisal.
What have you done in your workplace that is similar?
Write your answer in this space...

223.2 can prepare a personal
development plan and
keep it up to date
223.3 can undertake development
activities and obtain feedback
on your customer service
performance
223.4 understand how to develop
your personal performance
through delivering
customer service.

9Sge]`RaO\R
^V`OaSaT]`bVWac\Wb
personal performance
self-assessment
personal development plan
obtain personal feedback
strengths and weaknesses
self-development
review and update
identify development objectives
review development progress

...now talk to your assessor about how this could be
turned into observed evidence.
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WaT]`^S`a]\OZ
RSdSZ]^[S\b^ZO\
BVWaVSZ^ag]cWRS\bWTgO\gUO^aW\g]c`
aYWZZaOaeSZZOaO`SOaT]`W[^`]dS[S\ba
/aO[W\W[c[WbaV]cZRQ]dS`bVSOQbW]\
`S_cW`SRbVSbW[SaQOZSaT]`Q][^ZSbW]\
O\ReV]Wa`Sa^]\aWPZST]`S\ac`W\UbVS
e]`YWaQ][^ZSbSR/^S`a]\OZRSdSZ]^[S\b
^ZO\aV]cZRPScaSRb]PcWZRg]c`aYWZZa]\
O\]\U]W\UPOaWa

You need to show that you understand and are able to
complete all the elements in this unit over a sufﬁcient
period of time, with different customers, on different
occasions. Evidence may be gained through direct
observation or products of work, recorded by your
assessor and then referenced in the box below. On
the next pages, these evidence references can be
written in the relevant boxes of ‘What you must
cover’, ‘What you must do’ and ‘What you must know’.
Evidence
reference

Evidence title

Assessment
method

G]caV]cZR\]bS
1 Your evidence should be collected when carrying
out a real job, whether paid or voluntary, and
when dealing with real customers, whether
internal or external to the organisation. However,
for this unit, evidence collected in a realistic
working environment or a work placement is
permissible. Simulation is not allowed for any
performance evidence within this unit. (Guidelines
for a realistic working environment can be found
in the Assessment Strategy for Customer Service
S/NVQs at Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 – February 2010.)
2 You may collect the evidence for the unit
through work in a private sector organisation,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation or a public
services organisation.
3 You must provide evidence that shows you
have done this over a sufﬁcient period of
time, with different customers on different
occasions, for your assessor to be conﬁdent
that you are competent.
4 Your personal development plan must be put on
record and agreed with an appropriate person.
An ‘appropriate person’ must be one or more of
the following: your manager, your supervisor or
team leader, a colleague detailed to help you
learn, your assessor, your mentor, or someone
from your training or personnel department.
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O Observation Q Questioning PE Product Evidence
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must cover all the points listed:
1 You must provide evidence that you have
developed your personal development
plan taking account of:
a information about the knowledge and skills
relevant to your customer service role

EVObbVSgaOg«
>`]¾bW\PcaW\SaaQ][SaT`][`S^SOb
Qcab][S`aQcab][S`abVObP]OabOP]cb
g]c`^`]XSQb]`aS`dWQSO\RbVObP`W\U
T`WS\RaeWbVbVS[
E3ReO`Ra2S[W\UabObWabWQWO\

b your own learning style preferences

c your workload

d opportunities for learning on the job.

5SbWbQ]dS`SR
G]c\SSRb]PSOQbWdSZgW\d]ZdSRW\bVS
Q][^ZSbW]\]Tg]c`^S`a]\OZRSdSZ]^[S\b
^ZO\/aaSaag]c`ab`S\UbVaO\ReSOY\SaaSa
Y\]ebVSaYWZZa\SSRSRT]`g]c`X]PO\R
bVW\YOP]cbbVSeOgg]c^`STS`b]ZSO`\
2WaQcaaO\ROU`SSO\gUO^aO\RbVS
W[^`]dS[S\ba\SSRSReWbVg]c`[O\OUS`
bVS\e]`Y]\bVSW`Q][^ZSbW]\
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Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must do all the points listed:
223.1

To review performance in your
customer service role, you must:

223.1.1 work with an appropriate person to
establish what you need to know,
understand and be able to do to work
effectively in your customer service role

223.1.2 identify and review situations from your
own positive and negative experiences
as a customer

EVOb·aU]]Rb]R]
/`SUcZO``SdWSe]`O^^`OWaOZeWZZUWdS
TSSRPOQY]\bVSabO\RO`R]Tg]c`e]`Y²
eVObWaU]]RO\ReVOb\SSRab]W[^`]dS]`
PSRSdSZ]^SRCaSWbb]RSdSZ]^g]c`aSZTO\R
g]c`aYWZZaO\R`SUcZO`Zg`SdWSeV]eg]cO`S
R]W\UG]c`QO`SS`^`]U`SaaW]\RS^S\Ra]\
g]cU`]eW\UO\RRSdSZ]^W\Ug]c`aYWZZa

223.1.3 carry out a self-assessment of your
performance in your customer service
role and identify your strengths,
weaknesses and development needs.

223.2

To prepare a personal development
plan and keep it up to date, you must:

223.2.1 agree your strengths, weaknesses
and development needs with an
appropriate person
223.3
223.2.2 work with an appropriate person to draw
up your own development objectives
to improve your performance in your
customer service role

223.2.3 develop a customer service personal
development plan

223.2.4 regularly review your progress towards
your objectives with an appropriate person.

To undertake development activities
and obtain feedback on your customer
service performance, you must:

223.3.1 complete development activities identiﬁed
in your customer service personal
development plan

223.3.2 use your day-to-day experiences with
your customers and your own experiences
as a customer to develop your customer
service performance

223.3.3 obtain feedback from an appropriate
person about your customer
service performance

223.3.4 review and update your customer
service personal development plan.
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C\WbaWU\]TT

Evidence reference should be entered in the shaded
areas below. You must know all the points listed.

The evidence for this unit is valid, sufﬁcient and
an authentic record of the candidate’s current
competence and has been assessed under the
requirements of the assessment strategy.

223.4

To understand how to develop your
personal performance through delivering
customer service, you must be able to:

223.4.1 describe your organisation’s systems
and procedures for developing personal
performance in customer service

I conﬁrm that the evidence provided is a result
of my own work.
Signature of candidate

Date

223.4.2 explain how your behaviour has an effect
on the behaviour of others

223.4.3 explain how effective learning depends on
a process of planning, doing and reviewing

I conﬁrm that the candidate has demonstrated
competence by satisfying all of the criteria for this unit.
Signature of assessor

Date

Countersignature of assessor

Date

Signature of IV (if sampled)

Date

Countersignature of IV

Date

Signature of EV (if sampled)

Date

223.4.4 describe how to effectively review your
personal strengths and development needs

223.4.5 describe how to put together a personal
development plan that will build on
your strengths and overcome your
weaknesses in areas that are important
to customer service

223.4.6 explain how to access sources of
information and support for your learning

223.4.7 explain how to obtain useful and constructive
personal feedback from others

223.4.8 describe how to respond positively to
personal feedback.
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